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ABSTRACT 

DARE II, the simulation system described in this 

dissertation, is part of a continuing study of on-line 

digital simulation directed by Professor Granino A. Korn. 

The DARE systems are all designed to permit at least as 

much direct interaction between man and machine as an 

analog/hybrid simulation. DARE II represents a successful 

attempt to obtain the very highest possible computing speed 

with a given machine through the use of a block-oriented 

simulation language utilizing a macro-assembler to represent 

analog-computer-like blocks. 

The DARE II system has been implemented using a 

small PDP-9 computer with 16,38^ words of memory core, 2 

DECtape units, and paper tape punch and reader. The inter

face between the user and the PDP-9 is a very convenient, 

but still relatively inexpensive, simulation console which 

contains (l) an alphanumeric CRT screen with associated 

typewriter-like keyboard, (2) a graphical CRT display, 

(3) a dual-joystick control for rapid changes of parameter 

values, and (k) a simulation control panel. 

Block statements, control logic, tabular functions, 

data, etc. are entered on the CRT keyboard and can be 

printed out on a teletype by means of a convenient string 

processing editor. Comments can be interspersed throughout 

x 



the DARE II prograan for later hard-copy printout of 

complete reports. System parameters and initial conditions 

are readily changed for successive runs via the CRT key

board; but DARE II simulations of many systems are so fast 

that a dual-joystick control is used for rapid changes of 

one or two keyboard-addressed parameters. For real-tisie 

simulation, the user may request that each integration step 

be locked in with the PDP-9 real time clock. Results of a 

single run or cross-plots of multiple runs may be stored on 

magnetic tape or disk for CRT display, X-Y recorder 

plotting, stripchart recording, and CRT or teletype listing 

of numerical values. In addition, the results from one run 

can be saved for direct comparison with the results of 

later runs. When the user has finished running a problem, 

he can save the entire problem statement on punched paper 

tape. 

The mathematical model of the system to be simulated 

is described by means of an analog-computer-like block 

diagram. Since hardware floating-point arithmetic is not 

available on the PDP-9, fixed-point operation is used for 

maximum speed. The variables and parameters of a DARE II 

problem must therefore be scaled between -1 and +1 machine 

unit, much like an analog computer; Statements correspond

ing to the blocks of the diagram are typed in on the CRT 

keyboard. The DARE II system contains a library of the 

most commonly used block-macros, but the user is free to 
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define any new blocks he wishes using PDP-9 assembly 

language. The block-macros which describe the system may 

be typed in any order; an optimizing precompiler sorts the 

statements so that each block of the sorted program can 

operate on already-computed quantities and so that blocks 

•with matching outputs and linking inputs follow each other 

in the program. DARE II then employs conditional assembly 

to completely eliminate redundant store/fetch pairs 

corresponding to outputs and inputs of interconnected 

blocks. Thus, DARE II produces code which is essentially 

as efficient as well-written PDP-9 machine language code. 

The control logic for a multiple run simulation 

study may be entered either in FORTRAN using floating-point 

arithmetic or in assembly language using fixed-point 

arithmetic. For a simple single-run simulation, only the 

DARE II block statements, representing the differential 

equations of the mathematical model, need be entered, so 

that even unsophisticated users will find the system easy 

to learn. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

DARE II is the second in a series of on-line, all-

digital, continuous-system simulation systems being 

developed at The University of Arizona (Korn, 1969)• The 

DARE II system was designed expressly to permit relatively 

very fast-simulation on a small, comparatively inexpensive 

computer—the Digital Equipment Corporation PDP-9 or PDP-

15• To achieve high speed with the PDP-9 called for a 

block-diagram-oriented simulating language producing fixed-

point operation. The variables and parameters of a DARE II 

problem must, therefore, be scaled between -1 and +1 

machine unit, much like an analog computer (Korn and Korn, 

1964). 

DARE II employs the PDP-9 macro-assembler (Digital 

Equipment Corp., 1968a) to create macros corresponding to 

analog-computing blocks, each block being named by type as 

well as by the actual output-variable name. The block-

macros may be typed in any order; an optimizing translator 

(precompiler) sorts the statements so that each block of 

the sorted program can operate on already-computed 

quantities. DARE II then employs conditional assembly to 

completely eliminate the assembly code for redundant 



store-fetch pairs corresponding to outputs and inputs of 

interconnected blocks. Thus, DARE II produces code which 

is essentially as efficient as well written PDP-9 machine-

language code. Note that it is readily possible to add to 

the DARE II macro-block repertoire to create blocks which 

precisely correspond to the computing elements of any given 

analog computer or other continuous or discrete data-

processing system. 

A sophisticated simulation system must not only be 

able to solve the differential equations of the mathematical 

model over the desired range (a simulation), but must also 

permit repeated runs with system parameters and/or initial 

conditions recomputed on the basis of preceding runs, as 

well as other computations based on results from multiple 

runs (a simulation study). DARE II permits the control 

logic for a simulation study to be entered either in 

FORTRAN using floating-point arithmetic or in PDP-9 macro

assembler language using fixed-point arithmetic. Note that 

for a simple single-run simulation, only the DARE II block 

statements, representing the differential equations of the 

mathematical model, need be entered, so that even less 

sophisticated users will find the system easy to learn. 

The interface between the PDP-9 and the user is a 

very convenient, but still relatively inexpensive, simula

tion console. Block statements, control logic, and data 

are entered on a dual-CRT console and can be edited, 
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modified, and printed out on a teletype by means of a 

string-processing editor (Goltz, 1968). Solutions or 

phase-plane plots appear during a run on a second CRT 

display. System parameters and initial conditions are 

readily changed for successive runs via the CRT keyboard; 

but DARE II simulations of many small systems are so very 

fast (3 to 20 solutions/second) that a joy-stick; per

mitting rapid changes of one or two keyboard-addressed 

parameters is used with a repetitive-solution CRT display. 

Results of a single run, or cross-plots of multiple runs, 

may be stored on magnetic tape for CRT display, X-Y 

recorder plotting, strip-chart recording, and CRT or 

teletype listing of numerical values, all under control 

of the console. In addition, results from one run or 

study can be saved for direct comparison with later runs 

or studies. 

DARE II now offers a choice of three different 

integration methods selected by a console switch, but can 

be expanded to include up to twelve. Because th.e PDP-9 

lacks true index registers, the second-order Runge-Kutta 

routine is probably the most useful (Benyon, 1968) . The 

open trapezoidal method offers maximum integration speed, 

while the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method usually yields 

the highest accuracy per step. 

Real-time simulation is possible with DARE IX by 

the use of suitable interrupts from a real-time clock;; the 
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system can readily interface with an analog computer and/or 

to real system hardware over the applicable frequency 

range. 



CHAPTER 2 

THE DARE II LANGUAGE 

A DARE II program is divided into one or more 

blocks, a list of which is given in Table 2.1. Each block 

is made up of a group of text lines, the meaning of which 

is explained below. 

2.1 Derivative Block 

The mathematical model of the system to be simu

lated is described to the computer in Derivative Block 

No. 1. The user first makes up an analog-computer-like 

block-diagram, representing the system he wishes to simu

late, out of the available repertoire of blocks listed in 

Table 2.2. Like a proper analog computer setup, this block 

diagram must not have any feedback loops which do not con

tain an integrator or integrators (algebraic loops). The 

user need not know either assembly language or FORTRAN for 

this purpose. Should the user desire to use a new block 

which is not listed in this table, he may make it up him

self with the aid of a macro-assembler program. The method 

for doing this is explained in Section 2.2. After the 

block diagram is complete, the user should label the inputs 

and outputs of all the blocks. These labels must be one to 

five characters long, must begin with a letter, and may 
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Table 2.1. DARE II Program Blocks 

Name Number Use 

Derivative 1-2 

FORTRAN Logic 

Logic 

Macro 

Subroutine 

Table 1-9 

FORTRAN 1-9 

Contains the block statements 
which describe the system under 
study. 

Contains a FORTRAN program for 
control of repetitive runs. 

Contains a MACRO-9 program for 
control of repetitive runs. 

Contains macro definitions in 
MACRO-9 language for use in non-
FORTRAN blocks. 

Contains subroutines in MACRO-9 
language for use by any other 
block. 

Used to define table look-up 
functions. 

Used to define FORTRAN subroutines 
and functions for use by the 
FORTRAN Logic Block. 
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Table 2.2. DARE II Macro-Block Repertoire 

Z 
N INTGRT N INTGRT 

INTGRT Z, X, N 

t 

Z = N J X dt 

o 

x. 

Z, X are variables 
N is a positive integer 

X 
SUM 

SUM Z, X, Y 

Z = X + Y 

Z, X, Y are variables 

MULT 

CMULT 

MULT Z, X, Y 

Z = X * Y 

Z, X, Y are variables 

CMULT Z, X, N 

Z = X * N 

Z, X are variables 
N is a constant specified at run 
time 

N MCMULT 

MCMULT Z, X, N 

Z = -(X * N) 

Z, X are variables 
N is a constant specified at run 
time 
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Table 2.2.—Continued DARE II Macro-Block Repertoire 

X Z 
DIVIDE 

Y., 

SINE 

ATAN 

SUBTR 

INVERT 

COSINE 

DIVIDE Z, X, Y 

Z = Y -5- X 

Z, X, Y are variables 

INVERT Z, X 

Z = -X 

Z, X are variables 

SUBTR Z, X, Y 

Z = Y - X 

Z, X, Y are variables 

SINE Z, X 

Z = sin (X) 

Z, X are variables 

COSINE Z, X 

Z = cos (X) 

Z, X are variables 

ATAN Z, X 

Z = arctan (X) 

Z, X are variables 



Table 2.2.--Continued DARE II Macro-Block Repertoire 

SQRT 

EXP10 

LOG10 

•» FUNCTl 

SQRT Z, X 

Z = +Vx» 0 < X < 1 

Z, X are variables 

LOG10 Z, X 

- \ 1°S10 <i°ox>, 150 < x < 1 2 J"ws10 

Z, X are variables 

EXP10 Z, X 

. 2X 
Z = 10 -1 o < X < 1 

100 

Z, X are variables 

FUNCTl Z, X, F 

Z = F(X) 

Z, X are variables 
F is name of table look-up 
function 

X. 

Y. 
FUNCT2 

FUNCT2 Z, X, Y, F 

Z = F(X,Y) 

Z, X, Y are variables 
F is name of table look-up 
function 
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Table 2.2.--Continued DARE II Macro-Block Repertoire 

RANDV 

RANDV Z = uniform random number between 
H* 0.11 . 
mean = 0 variance ~ 2/3 
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contain any letter A through Z or any digit 0 through 9 

with a few exceptions. These exceptions are 

1. the system variables and parameters listed in 

Table 2.3» and 

2. any of the block-macro names (Table 2.2) or the 

standard logic-block macros (Section 2.k). 

The system variables and parameters (except DTIME) may be 

used as block inputs only if desired. A simple example is 

shown in Figure 2.1. The derivative block is made up of 

the list of block names from the block diagram, each one 

followed by its argument list in the order specified by 

Table 2.2. The first of these arguments is always the name 

of the block output; next comes the "link" input (i.e., 

that input which is fetched at the very beginning of the 

block-macro). Figure 2.2 shows the block statements for 

the block diagram of Figure 2.1. 

The user must now mark with "#" those block outputs 

which he will want to observe in addition to the system 

state variables (integrator inputs). For example: 

MULT E#,X1,X1. 

The variable E would then be defined and stored on the mass 

storage device at run time. Integrator outputs (state 

variables) will always be stored and so need not be marked. 

If,any block-macro of a DARE IX program has an input which 

does not have the same name as the output of another block, 



Table 2.3 DARE II System Variables and Parameters 

12 

Variable Name Use 

The independent variable for the integra
tion routine. 

DT 

TMAX 

DTIME 

The integration step size. 

The upper bound of T, used to determine 
the end of a run. (The initial value of 
T is always zero.) 

The number of l/60ths of a second of real 
time per DT (a positive integer). This 
parameter is used only with REAL-TIME 
option and is the only DARE II parameter 
which is not measured in fractions of a 
machine unit. 



X2 1 INTGRT XI 

XI X2 
XI 

XI 

X2 

MULT MULT 

SUBTR 

SUBTR 

CMULT 

INTGRT 

CMULT 

Figure 2.1 DARE II Block Diagram for Van der Pol's Equation 

H 
VuO 
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CMULT D,X2,ALFA 
INTGRT XL,X2,L6 
CMULT H,G,POT 
MULT E,X1,X1 
INTGRT X2,A,256 
MULT F ,E,D 
SUBTR G,X'L,D 
SUBTR A,F,H 

Figure 2.2 Block Statements for Figure 2.1 
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this will be a (constant) parameter; it must also be marked 

with " DARE II will then define a memory location for 

that variable and place it in the input-parameter list, so 

that the user may define a value for it at run time."'" 

The block statements in a derivative block may be 

typed in any order. The DARE II optimizing precompiler 

automatically sorts the statements before assembly so that 

each block of the sorted program can operate on already-

computed quantities and so that matching outputs and "link" 

inputs will be adjacent in the sorted list. Figure 2.3 

shows the list of Figure 2.2 after sorting. Note that the 

block-macro MULT E,Xl,Xl would ordinarily end with 

STORE E, (2.1) 

while MULT F,E,D would start with 

FETCH E. (2.2) 

DARE II automatically cancels this redundant pair of 

instructions and does not even define E as one of the 

problem variables. Equation (2.1) would be kept, however, 

if it were also needed as an input to another block, and E 

would be defined in that case. 

1. Note that some macro-blocks (e.g., CMULT) have 
parameters associated with them which are defined within 
the macro itself. These parameters must not be treated as 
inputs. Do not mark them with or give them the same 
name as a block output. 
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INTGRT Xl,X2,l6 
CMULT D,X2,ALFA 
SUBTR • G,X1,D 
CMULT H,G,POT 
MULT E,X1,X1 
MULT F»E,D 
SUBTR A,F,H 
INTGRT X2,A,256 

Figure 2.3 Block Statements of Figure 2.2 After Sorting 

In addition to the block statements defining the 

system to be simulated, several other statements may appear 

in the derivative block at the user's option. These will 

be discussed now. 

1. A POINTS statement of the form 

POINTS n 

where n is a positive integer, specifies the 

maximum number of output points per variable per 

simulation run. In the absence of this statement, 

n is set to 256, which is its maximum allowable 

value. The values of n and TMAX are used to 

calculate the communication interval (i.e., the 

number of integration steps per solution output). 

2. A DISPLAY statement, which has the form 

DISPLAY X,T (2.3) 

DISPLAY X,Y,T (2.4) 

or DISPLAY X,Y (2.5) 
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calls for a run-time display, i.e., a display on 

the CRT as the solution is being computed." State

ments (2.3) and (2.4) display time histories of one 

and two variables respectively, while (2.5) dis

plays a phase-plane plot of X vs. Y. The run-time 

display is usually desirable, but computing speed 

is increased if the run-time display is omitted, 

say in certain simulation studies. 

A CONTINUOUS statement of the form 

CONTINUOUS X,T 

CONTINUOUS X,Y,T 

specifies that the run will not end when T reaches 

TMAX, but will continue indefinitely, with T 

allowed to overflow. This is especially useful for 

real-time simulation. The variables X or X and Y 

will be output to the X- and Y-DAC's of the graphic 

display/plotter portion of the console as the 

solution is being computed. These DAC's are up

dated after,6ach integration step. The outputs of 

the DAC's can be connected to a strip-chart 

recorder or to an oscilloscope. Note: a DISPLAY 

statement must not appear in the same program with 

a CONTINUOUS statement. 

A REAL-TIME statement of the form 

REAL-TIME 

specifies that each integration step will be locked 
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in with the PDP-9 real-time clock. The user 

specifies at run time a value for DTIME, the 

number of l/6oths of a second of real time per 

integration step. 

5. A TERMINATE statement of the form 

TERMINATE X 

specifies that if at any time during a single 

simulation run, the value of the logic variable X 

is exactly zero, the run will immediately terminate. 

This is very useful if the moment of interest in a 

simulation run is determined by something other 

than the value of T. After the moment of interest 

has passed, there is no need to continue the run 

until T reaches TMAX. Proper use of the TERMINATE 

statement can thus save considerable time in a 

simulation study which makes many runs. 

Derivative Block No. 2 has not yet been tried on 

the DARE II system but is available for future use with 

differential-equation routines requiring different integra

tion step sizes or integration methods for two separate 

portions of the system being simulated. 

2.2 Macro Definition Block 

The DARE II system tape contains a library of the 

most commonly used block-macros (Table 2.2), but the user 

may want to employ or create blocks which are not available 



in this library. These may be defined in the Macro 

Definition Block in a standard format using MACRO-9 

assembly language. Figure 2.4 shows the definition of the 

macro-block "SUM" which illustrates the general construc

tion of all DARE II block-macros. The first line of the 

block is "INPUT X." If the last line of the block-macro 

preceding "SUM Z,X,Y,N" in the sorted derivative block is 

"OUTPUT X," "INPUT X" will generate no machine code since 

X is already in the accumulator. Otherwise it will generate 

"LAC X" to bring X into the accumulator. Next the line 

"ADD Y" adds the content of location Y to the accumulator. 

If this addition causes an overflow, the link will be set 

to indicate this. The line "CKOVFL N" examines the link 

and jumps to the appropriate error routine if it has been 

set. Note: N is placed in the macro call string by the 

precompiler, not by the user. The final line of all DARE II 

block-macros is of the form "OUTPUT Z. 11 If the first line 

of the block following "SUM Z,X,Y,N" in the sorted deriva

tive block is "INPUT Z" and if the value of Z is not needed 

elsewhere in the program "OUTPUT Z" will generate no 

machine code. Otherwise it will generate a "DAC Z." The 

DARE II block-macro definitions are simply standard 

MACRO-9 macro definitions which make special use of the 

macros INPUT, OUTPUT, and (when needed) CKOVFL. The user 

may also make use of the five sense switches on the 

simulation console in defining block-macros to allow 
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.DEFIN SUM,Z,X,Y,N 
INPUT X 
ADD Y 
CKOVFL N 
OUTPUT Z 
. ENDM 

Figure 2.k Definition of Block-Macro "SUM" 

alteration of the system being simulated by flipping the 

switches. The IOT instruction which reads the sense 

switches is 701^1^« Accumulator bits 9-13 correspond to 

the five switches in numerical order. Note that the other 

bits correspond to trace finder, method switch, and joy-

stock positions and must be masked off. 

2.3 Subroutine Definition Block 

For more sophisticated applications, this block 

is available for any MACRO-9 assembly language subroutines 

which the user wishes to define. These subroutines will 

be contained in the same MACRO-9 program which contains the 

derivative block and the MACRO-9 logic block (if any) and 

so could be referenced directly by either. For example, 

a long block-macro which is used several times in a pro

gram could be defined to call a subroutine, making the 

block-macro shorter and thus conserving core memory if it 

were scarce. Note that block-macros written for use in the 

derivative block (i.e., with INPUT and OUTPUT macros to 
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eliminate reduntant store-fetch pairs) must not be used in 

the Subroutine Definition Block. 

2.k FORTRAN Logic Block 

The DARE II system has available two logic blocks, 

either one (but not both) of which may be used to control 

repeated simulation runs of the system described in the 

derivative block. The most convenient of these is the 

FORTRAN Logic Block, which uses floating-point arithmentic 

and a free-format FORTRAN. Statement numbers and statements 

may begin anywhere in a line, as spaces are always ignored. 

A line which begins with "/" is a comment line, and a line 

beginning with " indicates a continuation line. Numbers 

at the beginning of a line are read as statement numbers 

with the first letter indicating the start of the statement. 

Any valid PDP-9 FORTRAN statement may be used except Type 

statements. All variable names beginning with the letter 

L are automatically made Logical Type. 

The following special FORTRAN statements are avail

able for use by the FORTRAN Logic Block in controlling a 

simulation study: 

1. CALL RUN 

This statement calls for one simulation run and 

should appear at least once in the FORTRAN Logic 

Block. 
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CALL RESET 

After a simulation run has been executed, all 

variables will retain the values they had at the 

end of the run. The subroutine RESET resets the 

state variables to the initial conditions which 

were initially specified by the user. 

CALL SHOW (list) 

The list in this statement contains one to six 

variable names whose values are displayed on the 

alphanumeric CRT each time the statement is executed. 

This is useful, for instance, for monitoring the 

progress of an optimization study. 

CALL STORE 

If this statement appears in the FORTRAN Logic 

Block, all time-history output to mass storage is 

suppressed during single simulation runs, and' 

instead, the current values of the output variables 

are output to the mass storage device each time the 

statement is executed. These cross-plots may be 

observed later by use of the conversational output 

routine. 

CALL STROF 

This statement turns off the output of time his

tories to mass storage during a simulation run. 

This increases computation speed, e.g., in 
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simulation studies which do not require time 

histories of individual runs. 

6. CALL STRON 

This statement turns back on the output of time 

histories to mass storage during a simulation run. 

7. CALL DIDDLE (list) 

This subroutine permits fast variations of system 

parameters by means of the dual joystick. The list 

contains one or two variable names whose values 

will be incremented, decremented, or left unchanged 

each time the call is executed. The action taken 

depends upon the positions of the switches on the 

DARE II joystick console. The first variable in 

the list is "Parameter A, •" the second is "Parameter 

B," on the console switches. 

The five sense switches on the simulation console 

may be used in controlling a study by using a statement of 

the form 

YsSENSE (A) 

in the FORTRAN Logic Block. Y=0. if sense switch A is off 

or A is out of range. Y=l. if sense switch A is on. 

The DARE II translator makes up a FORTRAN sub

routine out of the statements in the FORTRAN Logic Block. 

Remember that the DARE II variables are fixed-point single 



precision with each variable having a value between _+ 1 

machine unit. In FORTRAN, fixed point variables are con

sidered as integers, and it is not possible to use fractions 

as fixed-point variable values. Therefore, the variables 

which are used in the FORTRAN logic subroutine are floated 

before being used and then are fixed before a simulation 

run is made. The translator is told which variables need 

to be floated and which need to be fixed by two user-

supplied statements which appear in the FORTRAN Logic Block. 

The first of these consists of the word INLIST followed by 

a list of those variables from the derivative block whose 

values are needed by the logic subroutine. The translator 

will add additional FORTRAN statements to those already in 

the FORTRAN Logic Block to float the variables in the INLIST 

list. These statements are placed at the beginning of the 

subroutine and after every "CALL RUN" statement. 

Those derivative-block variables whose values are 

determined by computations within the logic subroutine are 

listed by the user in a list preceded by the word "OUTLIST." 

The translator will then add statements to the FORTRAN 

Logic Block to fix these variables before every "CALL RUN" 

statement in the block. 

Since the variables in both the INLIST and OUTLIST 

lists will be floating point variables within the logic 

subroutine, they must begin with the letters A-H or 0-Z. 
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A third statement which may appear in the FORTRAN 

Logic Block is of the form 

INPUT list 

This list of variables is added to the list of input 

variables which appear on the alphanumeric CRT at run time 

for the user to supply initial values. These variables are 

also added to the INLIST and OUTLIST lists since they are 

stored as fixed-point variables outside the FORTRAN logic 

subroutine. 

A fourth statement is of the form 

OUTPUT list 

These variables are added to the list of output variables 

which are recorded on the mass storage device at run time. 

These recorded variables are stored as fixed-point and so 

are added to the OUTLIST list. All variables in the INPUT 

and OUTPUT lists must of course begin with the letters 

A-H or 0-Z. 

If any of the INLIST, OUTLIST, INPUT, or OUTPUT 

lists is too long to fit on one line, simply start another 

line with the word INLIST, OUTLIST, INPUT, or OUTPUT 

respectively, and continue the list. 

The final special statement which may appear in 

the FORTRAN Logic Block is the NO-ABORT statement. 

Normally if a variable overflows during a simulation run, 

the system will print out an error message containing the 



name of the overloaded variable and abort the entire study. 

However, if the user does not wish to abort a study in the 

case of an overflow, he simply types the word NO-ABORT in 

the FORTRAN Logic Block. Then if an overflow occurs, the 

system terminates the run, sets the logical variable LOVERF 

to true, and returns to the logic subroutine. Therefore, 

after a CALL RUN statement, the user tests the variable 

LOVERF. If it is false, the run was good; if true, the 

run resulted in an overflow of some variable and is worth

less. 

2.5 FORTRAN Block 1-9 

Nine FORTRAN blocks are available for user-defined 

FORTRAN functions and/or subroutines, one function or sub

routine per block. These blocks are not modified by the 

DARE II translator but simply compiled by the FORTRAN 

compiler and loaded by the loader. 

2.6 Logic Block 

The Logic Block (Assembly-language Logic Block) is 

used to control repeated simulation runs, although most 

users may prefer the FORTRAN logic block for this purpose. 

This block contains a MACRO-9 program which makes use of 

the following special macro calls. 

1. RUN 

This macro call causes a Jump to the subroutine 

which will execute a single simulation run, after 



which control will be returned to the location 

following the RUN call. 

2. RESET 

After a simulation run has been executed, all 

variables retain the values they had at the end of 

the run. The macro call RESET causes a jump to a 

subroutine which resets the state variables to the 

initial conditions initially specified by the user. 

3. SHOW N, list 

The list in this macro call consists of one to six 

variable names, separated by commas, whose values 

are displayed on the alphanumeric CRT each time 

the statement is executed. N is the number of 

variables in the list. 

This is useful, for instance, for monitoring 

the progress of an optimization study. 

k. STORE 

The appearance of this macro call in the Logic 

Block suppresses all time-history output to mass 

storage during single simulation runs.. Instead, 

each time the STORE statement is executed it 

causes a jump to a subroutine which outputs the 

current values of the output variables to the mass 

storage device for later observation with the 

conversational output routine. 



5. STROF 

This macro call causes a jump to a subroutine which 

turns off the output of time-histories to mass-

storage during a simulation run. This increases 

computation speed, significant in simulation 

studies which do not require time histories of 

individual runs. 

6. STRON 

This macro call causes a jump to a subroutine 

which turns back on the output of time-histories 

to mass-storage during a simulation run. 

7. DIDDLE N, list 

This macro call permits fast run-to-run variations 

of system parameters by means of the dual joystick. 

The list contains one or two variable names whose 

values will be incremented, decremented, or left 

unchanged each time the statement is executed. The 

action taken depends upon the positions of the 

switches on the DARE XI joystick console. The 

first variable in the list is "Parameter A," the 

second is "Parameter B," on the console switches. 

N is the number of variables in the list, 1 or 2. 

The five sense switches on the simulation console 

may be used to alter the control logic of a simulation 

study while it is running. The position of the sense 
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switches is read into accumulator bits 9-13 by the IOT 

instruction 70l4l4. The other bits should be masked off.. 

The Logic Block may contain parameters internal to 

itself for which the user would like to be able to supply 

values at run time. To do this, the user should include a 

statement of the form 

INPUT list 

in the Logic Block. The translator will then define these 

variables and put them into the input list. 

The user may also wish to have certain variables 

which are internal to the Logic Block recorded on the mass-

storage device at run time along with the state variables 

and other output variables. This is done by placing a 

statement of the form 

OUTPUT list 

in the Logic Block. The translator will then define these 

variables in the output list and output them at run time. 

If the INPUT or OUTPUT lists are too long to fit on one 

line, simply repeat the word INPUT or OUTPUT and continue 

the list. 

Any variable which appears only in the Logic Block 

and is not in the INPUT or OUTPUT lists must be defined by 

being marked with a (just as in any MACRO-9 program; 

Digital Equipment Corporation, 1968a). 

The overflow (overload) of any variable during a 

simulation run will normally cause the system to print out 



an error message containing the name of the overloaded 

variable and abort the entire study. If the user does not 

want an overflow during a run to abort the entire simula

tion study, he simply types the word NO-ABORT in the Logic 

Block. If an overflow should then occur during a run, the 

run is terminated and the logic variable LOVERF is set 

equal to -1. If the run is satisfactory, LOVERF will be 

equal to zero., 

2.7 Table Lookup Functions 

The DARE II system contains nine Table Blocks, 

which are used for the definition of table look-up func

tions of one or two variables (Aus and Korn, 1969)* A one-

N dimensional table must be made up of 2 +1 uniformly spaced 

breakpoint abscissas, where N is a positive integer. 

Consider the piecewise-continuous function Y=F(X). The 

N 2 +1 breakpoint abscissas 

= iAX-1 (i = 0, 1, 2, ..., 2N) 

AX = 21-N 

are uniformly spaced between XQ=-1 and Xg,N=l. The first 

line of a Table Block contains the name of the function 

(any 5 character word beginning with a letter) followed by 

a comma and the number N (see Figure 2.5 for an example). 

Each subsequent line contains the values in order of 

Y^=F(X^) (±=0, 1, 2, •••? 2^). DARE II uses the interpola

tion formula 
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TABl, 2 
• 0137 
.159 
. 308 
. 526  
.696 

Figure 2.5 Example of One-Dimensional 
Table-Lookup Function 

X-X. 
Y » (Y, -Y,) + Y, 

i+1 x X. ,+X. x 
x+1 x 

For a function Z=F(X,Y) of two variables X Y, the 

range of the first variable, X must be sliced up into 

N 2 +1 uniformly spaced breakpoint abscissas 

X± = iAX-1 (i = 0, 1, 2, 2N) 

1-N AX = 2 

which are uniformly spaced between X^ = -1 and X^N = 1' 

Likewise, the r< 

point abscissas 

M Likewise, the range of Y must be sliced up into 2 +1 break-

M 
Y = jAY - 1 (j = 0, 1, 2, 2 ) 

AY = 21-M 

uniformly spaced between Y^ = -1 and Y^m = 1 .  B o t h  N  a n d  M  

are positive integers. The first line of a Table Block 

contains the name of the function followed by a comma and 

the numbers N and M separated by a comma. Bach subsequent 
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line contains the values Z. . = F(X.,Y.) in the order 
i' 3 

Z„ 
00 

Z01 

Z02M 

Z10 

Z11 

Z2N2M-

DARE II employs the interpolation formula 

F(Xi+l'Yi) - F(Xi»Yi> 
Z = F( X , Y )  « F(X.,Y.) + J 7(X - X.) 

1 3 i+1 i 1 

F (X. ,Y ) - F (X. ,Y .) 
+ iljii T 

1 •! (Y - Y.) 
j+1 " J 3 

In the derivative blocks, a function of one 

variable is referenced by the macro call 

FUNCT1 Y,X,F 

where Y = F(X). A function of two variables is referenced 

by the macro call 

FUNCT2 Z,X,Y,F 

where Z = F(X,Y). 
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A function of one or two variables which is to be 

referenced by the FORTRAN Logic Block is defined exactly as' 

described above, with the addition of the word "FORTRAN" 

followed by a comma preceding the name of the function in 

the first line of the Table Block. The function is refer

enced by the FORTRAN statements 

Y = F(X) 

or Z = F(X,Y) 

where "F" is the name of the function supplied by the user. 

Such a function may not be referenced by the FUNCT1 and 

FUNCT2 macro calls. 

2.8 Output Block 

The Output Block contains requests for output in 

the same format used by the conversational output routine 

described in the next chapter. These requests are executed 

sequentially when the SELECT DISPLAY button is pressed 

after the completion of the simulation study, so that the 

conversational output routine can be omitted. 

2 ..9 Use of Comments for Report Preparation 

Comments may be written in any of the DARE II 

source blocks by preceding the comment with a slash (/). 

After a program, including comments, has been typed in.on 

the CRT keyboard, it can be automatically printed out on 

the teletype with headings giving the name of each 

individual block, by pressing the PRINT REPORT button on 
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the simulation console. In this way, the user can obtain a 

fully commented, reproducible report on a DARE II simula

tion study. Note also that in the Derivative Blocks, the 

assembly language Logic Block, the Macro Definition Block, 

and the Subroutine Definition Block, comments (preceded by 

a slash) may occur at the end of a line (e.g., 

Figure 4.5)• 



CHAPTER 3 

SYSTEM OPERATION 

The first step in running a DARE II program is to 

type in the text lines specifying the problem into the 

blocks described in the previous chapter. This is done 

with the aid of a CRT text editor which constitutes the 

initial state of the DARE II system. The TYPE EQNS light 

on the console comes on to indicate that the editor is 

ready to accept the text lines. The top 22 lines of the 

alphanumeric CRT screen is used as a "window" which dis

plays 22 consecutive text lines of a block file. Line 23 

is used by the editor to display a message giving the 

current state of the editor. Line 24 is for the user to 

type in commands to the editor (Figure 3»l)» 

The editor is always in one of two modes: (l) 

command mode or (2) input mode. In input mode, the user 

can type or modify that portion of his file which appears 

on the first 22 lines of the screen. In command mode, the 

editor responds to commands typed in on line 24. The user 

switches modes by typing the INT key on the top row of the 

CRT keyboard. Line 23 informs the user of the current mode 

and name of the block currently open. The initial state of 

35 



K- 40 CHARACTERS 

A 

24 
LINES 

TEXT AREA 

(22 LINES) 

COMMUNICATION LINE (l line) 

X 
COMMAND LINE (l line) 

Figure 3«1 CRT Editor Screen Format 
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the editor is with Derivative Block No. 1 open in input 

mode. 

The following commands are recognized by the editor 

when it is in command mode. Either the full name of the 

command or the first letter only, followed by a space, 

followed by an argument, if required, is typed on line 2k, 

The command is then executed when the LINE key is typed. 

1. OPEN name 

This command opens the block "name" (one of the 

blocks listed in Table 2.1) which may be abbrevi

ated by the first letter only, followed by a block 

number, if required. The block which is open when 

this command is executed is updated and closed 

automatically before the newly requested block is 

opened. The 22 line text area "window" is 

initially positioned at the top 22 lines of the 

open file. 

2. SCAN 

This command causes the editor to scan through the 

DARE II blocks, closing the^ current block and 

opening the first non-empty block encountered. 

Derivative Block No. 1 will always be opened when 

encountered, whether it is empty or not. 
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3. NEW 

Execution of this command causes the editor to 

display the next 22 lines of text below the 22 

lines currently displayed. 

(t. MOVE n or n 

This moves the 22 line text area n lines down the 

file if n is positive or n lines up the file if n 

is negative. 

5. TOP 

This command causes the editor to display the 

first 22 lines of the block file in the text area 

of the screen. 

6. BOTTOM 

This command positions the last line of the 

currently open block file in the center of the 

text area with blank lines below it. 

7. LOCATE string 

This command is used to search the currently open 

block for the text string after the word LOCATE 

(or .just L) . This search begins with the text 

line just below the text area window as it is 

currently positioned, and continues to the end 

of the block. This text string may appear any

where in a line. 



8. FIND string 

This command is similar to the LOCATE command 

except that only the beginnings of lines 

(excluding leading spaces) are searched for the 

requested string of characters. 

9. KILL 

This command, which may not be abbreviated to K, 

erases the entire contents of the currently open 

block. 

10. X 

This command is used only when a text buffer over

flow occurs while editing a very long program.* It 

will eliminate any garbage which has accumulated 

during the editing process. 

When the editor is in input mode, the lines dis

played in the text area may be modified. These modifica

tions are performed only at the cursor location, which may 

be moved anywhere in the text area by the cursor control 

keys grouped to the right of the keyboard (see Table 3*1)• 

Lines in the text area may also be modified by simply 

typing over them or by using the special keys described in 

Table 3.2. 

The format for typing in block-macro calls in the 

derivative block is 

1. Type a TAB or space(s) 



Table 3*1 Cursor Control Keys 

ko 

Key- Function 

| , s- , { , and These four keys move the cursor in 
the indicated direction. 

RETURN Moves cursor to beginning of the line 
it is in. 

RESET Places cursor in upper left-hand 
corner of text area. 

LINE Moves cursor to beginning of next 
line. 

TAB Advances cursor to the next fixed tab 
position of current line (7 space 
tabs). 

Table 3*2 Text Area Manipulation Keys 

Key Function 

IN 

OUT 

(SP CODE) IN 

(SP CODE) OUT 

(SP CODE) U 

Inserts a blank space in a line at the 
cursor position. 

Deletes the character which the cursor is 
under, moving the rest of the line to the 
left to fill up the space. 

Inserts a blank line before the line con
taining the cursor. 

Deletes the line the cursor is in. 

Replaces the line the cursor is in with a 
blank line. 
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2. Type the name of the block (i.e., SUM, MULT, etc.) 

3* Type another TAB or space(s) 

k. Type the argument string. 

After the complete DARE II program has been typed 

in, the user should next set the SOLUTION METHOD switch to 

the desired integration routine. Number 1 is an open 

trapezoidal routine, number 2 is the second-order Runge-

Kutta (or improved Euler) method, and number 4 is the 

fourth-order Runge-Kutta method. All three of these 

methods use a fixed integration step size, DT. The other 

positions on the SOLUTION METHOD switch have not been 

implemented. 

Next, the COMPILE button on the control panel is 

pressed. The DARE II precompiler will then generate a 

MACRO-9 program (and also a FORTRAN program if the FORTRAN 

Logic Block was used) from the DARE II source program. The 

MACRO-9 assembler (and FORTRAN compiler, if needed) will be 

automatically loaded and the source program assembled 

(compiled) into a binary version which will then be 

automatically loaded along with the necessary library 

routines. The three or four system programs involved in 

this process will produce diagnostic error messages if any 

errors are found. The precompiler (translator), FORTRAN 

compiler, and loader print self-explanatory error messages 

on the CRT screen and stop the compilation process. The 



MACRO-9 assembler, which requires two passes of the source 

coding, types its error lines onto the teletype. If any 

variables are undefined or multiply defined at the end of 

pass one, they are typed out on the teletype with location 

numbers assigned by the assembler. A single number typed 

beside a variable name indicates that the variable was 

undefined. This would occur, for example, if the user 

forgot to mark an input parameter to a block-macro with 

." Two numbers typed beside a variable name indicates 

that the variable was multiply defined. This would occur 

if the user marked with "#" a parameter which was already 

defined within a block-macro (e.g., the constant multiplier 

in CMULT). If any such errors occur during pass 1 of 

assembly, the assembler stops and the user must return to 

the editor and correct his program. Error lines are typed 

out during pass 2 only if no errors occurred during pass 1 

(see Table 3*3 for explanation of error lines). 

In addition to these error messages, the system 

also gives the PDP-9 Advanced Software System IOPS error 

messages. Only the.IOPS 0k message should ever be seen by 

the DARE II user, unless the system is malfunctioning. 

IOPS 0k indicates that an 1-0 device is not ready. After 

the device has been made ready, the user strikes any key on 

the CRT keyboard and the system continues from the point at 

which it had stopped. 
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Table 3*3 Error Flags from Pass 2 of DARE II Assembler 

Flag Meaning 

A Error in direct Symbol Table assignment, assignment 
ignored. 

B Memory Bank error (program segment too large). 

D The statement contains a reference to a multiply 
defined symbol. It is assembled with the first 
value defined. 

E Erroneous results may have been produced. Will 
also occur on undefined .END value. 

I Line ignored. (Redundant Pseudo-op) 

L Literal phasing error. Literal encountered in 
PASS2 does not equal any literal encountered in 
PASSl. 

M An attempt is made to define a symbol which has 
already been defined. The symbol retains its 
original value. 

N Error in number usage. 

P Phase error. PASSl value does not equal PASS2 
value of a symbol. PASSl value will be used. 

Q Questionable Line. 

R Possible relocation error. 

S Symbol error. An illegal character was encountered 
and ignored. 

U An undefined symbol was encountered. 

W Line overflow during macro expansion. 

X Illegal usage of macro name. 
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After all necessary programs have been loaded, 

control is given to a run-time system program which con

tains a conversational data-input routine. The TYPE DATA 

light on the control panel comes on and the system 

variables, state variables, and input variables appear on 

the screen with their current values. Forty-four variables 

can appear on the screen at once. If more than 44 

variables are required for a problem, a second page of 44 

variables maximum can be displayed by typing the letter N 

followed by the LINE key. Typing N followed by the LINE 

key switches between the two pages. One enters values for 

variables which appear on the screen by typing the name of 

the variable, an =, and the value of the variable as a 

signed decimal fraction."*" The value is entered when the 

line key is struck. The fractional value of a variable 

should contain no more than five digits to the right of 

the decimal point, as this is all the accuracy available 

in an l8 bit binary word. Initial values of DT and TMAX 

are read from the. thumbwheel switches on the simulation 

control panel. The user may, if he prefers, type in values 

for these two variables from the keyboard. 

Sense switch no. 1 is used to turn on and off the 

recording of time histories of single simulation runs onto 

the mass storage device. If the CONTINUOUS option was 

1. Except for the variable DTIME which is an 
unsigned integer. 
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specified, the user must first connect the stripchart 

recorder or oscilloscope to the panel before initiating a 

run. 

After all data has been entered, one intitates the 

simulation study by pressing the START RUN button on the 

console« If a run-time display was requested, it will 

appear on the graphical CRT with information concerning it 

on the alphanumeric CRT. A SHOW statement in the logic 

block will cause the requested variables and their current 

values to appear on the alphanumeric CRT. The words 

SOLUTION UNDERWAY appear at the bottom of the screen. If an 

overflow (like an analog-computer overload) occurs during 

the study, the computation will stop and an appropriate 

error message printed, unless the NOABORT statement appeared 

in the logic block. One may interrupt a study by pressing 

either RESET or RESTART keys on the console. RESET returns 

control to the conversational data input routine, while 

RESTART returns to the editor for source-program modifica

tion.. (this will require reassembling). "When a study has 

run to completion, the RUN FINISHED light on the console 

is lit and the words SOLUTION COMPLETE appear on the CRT. 

The RESET or RESTART buttons may then be pushed, or SELECT 

DISPLAY may be pressed if the user wishes to examine the 

results of the study just completed. 

SELECT DISPLAY loads a conversational output 

routinet which responds to the following commands: 
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1. DISPLAY (Q) XI, X2, . .., T 

Displays one to five variables vs. T on the 

graphical CRT display. The five TRACE FINDER 

buttons on the console are used to identify each 

trace. Full scale values and trace numbers are 

shown on the alphanumeric CRT. "(Q)" in the command 

is optional and represents either "(S) , •* "(T) , " or 

"(C)." S (separate curves) may be used to display 

either two or three curves on separate axes with 

automatic scaling. T (scale together) forces full 

scale values for all curves equal to the largest 

value required. C (color) displays one to four 

curves on the color CRT display. 

2. DISPLAY XI, X2 

Displays the phase plane plot of XI vs. X2 on the 

graphic CRT display. 

3. PLOT (Q) XI, X2, ..., T 

Plots one to five variables vs. T on the X-Y plotter. 

The S and T options described above may be used. 

4. PLOT XI, X2 

Plots the phase-plane plot of XI vs. X2 on the X-Y 

plotter. 

5. CHART (Q) XI, X2, ..., T 

Plots one to four variables vs. T on the stripchart 

recorder. The T option described above may be used. 
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6. LIST (n, m) XI, X2, ... 

Lists 20 values of one to three variables and T on 

the alphanumeric CRT. If "(n, m)" is given, T = n 

for the first line with T = m for the last line. 

If "(n, m) " is omitted T = 0 for the first line and' 

T = TMAX for the last line. 

7. PRINT (n, m, p) XI, X2, ... 

Lists one to five variables and T on the teletype. 

If "(n, m, p) 11 is given, T = n for the first line 

and is increased by p for each added line until 

T = m. Just M(n, m) 11 may be given, in which case 

every recorded value between T = n and T = m is 

listed. If only "(p)" is given, T = 0 for the first 

line and is increased by p for each added line until 

T = TMAX. If no optional information is given, every 

recorded value between T = 0 and T = TMAX is listed. 

8. SAVE XI, n, X2, m,' ... 

Saves one to five variable histories in numbered 

"save areas" on the DECtape or disk. Variable XI is 

stored in save area no. n, X2 in save area no. m, 

etc. Save area numbers are integers between 1 and 

40. The histories in these save areas can later be 

displayed, plotted, listed, or printed by using the 

save area number instead of a variable name in the 

request. This is useful for direct comparison of 

results from different runs. If both variable names 
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and save area numbers appear in the same request, 

the variable names must be typed before the numbers. 

Any of the above requests may be abbreviated by the first 

letter of the request except PRINT and PLOT which may be 

abbreviated by PR and PL respectively. After any request 

except a PRINT request is granted, one must clear the system 

for another request by pressing the CLEAR DISPLAY button. 

Output requests in the format given above may be 

included in the Output Block. In this case, the SELECT 

DISPLAY button is pressed to execute the first request in 

the Output Block automatically. Then, after any requests 

except PRINT, the CLEAR DISPLAY button must be pressed again 

before the system will go on to the next request. After all 

Output Block requests have been granted, the system returns 

to the conversational output mode and will still accept 

additional requests from the CRT keyboard. 

After the user has finished with the output routine 

he may press the RESET button, which will return the system 

to the data input routine of the run-time system, permitting 

him to change parameters and/or initial conditions and run 

the problem again. Alternatively, the user may press the 

RESTART button which returns the system to the editor, 

permitting the user to make changes in the problem specifi

cations or to get a problem report printed out. Pressing 

the PRINT REPORT button prints out the contents of every 

non-empty source block as well as the data which was 
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entered during the last previous run. The PRINT DATA button 

prints out only the data, while PRINT EQNS lists only the 

block which is currently open for editing. 

While in the editor portion of the DARE II system, 

the user may save his source program by punching it onto 

paper tape. Pressing the PUNCH PROBLEM TAPE button records 

the entire problem source program plus data on paper tape. 

PUNCH DATA TAPE produces a tape containing only data, while 

PUNCH TABLE TAPE punches a tape containing only the contents 

of the single block which is currently open. Any of the 

paper tapes produced by the DARE II system can be read by 

loading the tape in the paper reader and pressing the READ 

PROBLEM TAPE button. 



CHAPTER 4 

SAMPLE PROBLEMS 

This chapter presents a few sample problems which, 

it is hoped, will give the reader some idea of the power 

and flexibility of the DARE II simulation system. 

4.1 Van der Pol's Equation 

The block diagram for Van der Pol 's differential 

equation, 

—^ + a(y2-l) ̂ 7 + y = 0, 
dt 

was given in Figure 2.1. Figure 4.1 shows the correspond

ing block statements as they were entered into Derivative 

Block No. 1 along with a run-time display request. The 

data (parameters and initial conditions), entered at- run 

time, are also shown in Figure 4.1. A single simulation 

run is made for the system from T = 0. to T = .99 with 

solution values of XI and X2 recorded on the scratch tape 

and a phase-plane display of X2 vs. XI on the graphical 

CRT. Figures 4.2, 4.3» and 4.4 show an X-Y recorder plot, 

stripchart recording, and teletype printout of the problem 

solution obtained from the conversational output routine. 

50 . 
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* DERIVATIVE BLOCK NO. Is 

/VAN DER POL'S EQUATION 
CMULT D, X2, ALFA 
INT6RT X2,A,256 
CMULT H,G,POT 
MULT E,X1,X1 
INTGRT XI, X2,16 
MULT F, E, D 
SUBTR G, XI, D 
SUBTR A, F,H 

/RUN-TIME PHASE-PLANE DISPLAY 
DISPLAY X2,X1 

* DATA: 

DT = .0039 
TMAX = .99 
X2 : .5 
XI = -.5 
ALFA = *9 
POT = .0S25 

Figure 4.1 DARE II Problem Listing for Solution of 
Van der Pol's Equation 



X2 

Figure 4.2 Plot of X2 vs. XI for Van der Pol's Equation 

VJI 
to 
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Figure 4.3 Stripchart Recorder Plot of XI and X2 for 
Van der Pol 's Equation-
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TIME 

0 .00000 
0.05058 
0.10117 
0.15175 
0.20233 
0.25291 
0.30350 
0.35019 
0.40077 
0.45135 
0.50194 
0.55252 
0.60310 
0.65369 
0.70038 
0.75096 
0.80154 
0.85213 
0.90271 
0.95329 

XI 

-0.49999 
-0.15709 
0.37701 
0.52375 
0.40246 
0.18879 

-0.23372 
-0.50142 
-0.42064 
-0.22850 
0.15422 
0.49720 
0.43014 
0.24607 

-0.08032 
-0.48334 
-0.44908 
-0.28042 
0.04706 
0.47250 

X2 

0.49999 
0.49380 
0.61995 

-0.08517 
-0.19826 
-0.35768 
-0.64346 
-0.03307 
0.17550 
0.3 1876 
0.63 649 
0.07226 

-0.16755 
-0.30361 
-0.59908 
-0.16615 
0.15093 
0.27570 
0.57478 
0.21909 

Figure k.k Teletype Printout of Solution of Van der Pol's 
Equation 
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Figure 4.5 presents a problem listing using the 

same derivative block with the addition of a logic block 

which permits fast, repetitive solution of Van der Pol's 

equation. The DARE II joystick console is used to vary the 

constant coefficient a, of the nonlinear term so that the 

results can be seen immediately on the CRT. Note that 

the comments included in the Logic Block make its actions 

very clear.j No tape storage of solution values is used, 

only graphical display on the CRT. The current numerical 

value of ALFA is shown on the alphanumeric CRT during the 

run by the SHOW statement as a is changed by the joystick.. 

k»2 Simple On-Line Flight Simulation (Korn, 1968) 

pitch-plane motion of an aircraft in constant-speed hori

zontal flight are 

The approximate linearized flight equations for the 

(Lift) 

(Moment) 

Y = cp - © (Angle of attack) 



* LOGIC BLOCK: 56 

/LOGIC BLOCK PERMITS USER TO VARY 
/ COEFFICIENT OF NONLINEAR TERM 
/ USING DARE II JOYSTICK CONSOLE 
/ 

STROF /TURN OFF RUN-TIME 
/ TAPE STORAGE 

/ 
LOOP SHOW 1 t ALFA /DISPLAY VALUE OF 

/ ALFA ON CRT 
/ 

RUN /MAKE SINGLE RUN 
/ 

DIDDLE 1,ALFA /VARY ALFA 
/ 

LAC ALFA /CHECK TO SEE IF 
SPA / ALFA NEGATIVE 
DZM ALFA /IF SO, SET ALFA=0 

/ 

/ 

RESET /RESET INITIAL 
/  CONDITIONS 

JMP LOOP /MAKE ANOTHER RUN 

* DERIVATIVE BLOCK NO. Is 

/VAN DER POL'S EQUATION 
CMULT . D, X2, ALFA 
INTGRT X2,A,256 
CMULT H, G, POT 
MULT E, XI,XI 
INTGRT XI ,X2, IS 
MULT F, E, D 
SUBTR G, XI, D 
SUBTR A F  H 

/RUN-TIME PHASE-PLANE DISPLAY 
DISPLAY X2,XI 

* DATA: 

DT = .0039 
TMAX = .99 

. X2 = .5 
XI = -.5 
ALFA = 0. 
POT = .0625 

Figure 4.5 DARE II Problem Listing for Repetitive Solution 
of Van der Pol 's Equation Using Joystick to 
Vary Coefficient of Nonlinear Term 
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The following aircraft parameters are used: 

v^ = 250 ft./sec. 

Ly/m = 250 ft*/sec.2 M A = -10(l/sec.2) 

L6/m = ~2^ ft./sec.2 /I = 10(l/sec.2) 

Lt/ = 1 ft./sec. 0 M./I = -0.5(l/sec.) 
cp/m ' (p' 

Figure 4.6 shows the scaled block diagram used to 

simulate the problem. Figure 4.7 presents the DARE II 

problem listing. Note the CONTINUOUS PHI,T statement in 

the derivative block. This causes the system to run 

continuously once the START RUN button is pressed, with 

T allowed to overflow. The current value of the pitch 

angle PHI is placed in the X-DAC after every integration 

step. The output of this DAC should be connected to the 

vertical input of an oscilloscope with a fast recurrent 

sweep. The oscilloscope is, then, simulating an artificial 

horizon. Note that the program also contains a user 

defined macro block, JOYSTA, which permits the user to vary 

DELTA, the angle of the movable control (elevator) surface, 

with the aid of the DARE II joystick console. 

4.3 Two-point Boundary-value Problem 

The initial slope and final amplitude of a damped 

sine wave are known. The problem is to find the initial 



GAMMA + DTHET THETA 

TNTDL 
DELTA 

SUBTR INTGRT 

CMULT 

DELTA + DZPHI DPHI PHI 

FHGAM 

PHI + GAMMA 
DPHI FHDPI 

THETA SUM SUBTR 

SUBTR INTGRT INTGRT 

CMULT 

GAMMA 

Figure 4.6 Scaled Block Diagram to Simulate the Pitch-Plane Motion of an 
Aircraft In Constant-Speed Horizontal Flight 

ui 
03 
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* MACRO BLOCK: 

/MACRO TO READ JOYSTICK IN 
/  DERIVATIVE BLOCK 

.DEFIN JOYSTA,  Z ,X,ALFA 
X 
.+ 15 

ALFA 

INPUT 
DAC 
701432 
AND 
SAD 
JMP 
SAD 
JMP 
SAD 
JMP 
SAD 
JMP 
CLA 
JMP 
0 
0 
LAC 
JMP 
LAW 
JMP 
LAC 
JMP 
LAW 
CLL 
ADD 
SNL 
DAC 
LAC 
GSM 
DAC 
LAC 
MULS 
0 
LLS 
OUTPUT 
•  ENDM 

(700000 
(400000 
.+13 
(600000 
.+ 13 
(100000 
»+l 3 
(300000 
.+ 13 

.+ 12 

(1 
.+6 
- 1 - 1  
.+4 
(20  
.+2 
-20 -1  

ALFA 

ALFA 
.-15 

.+3 
ALFA 

Figure 4.7 DARE XI Problem Listing for Simple On-line 
Flight Simulation 



* DERIVATIVE BLOCK NO. 1: 

/SIMPLE FLIGHT SIMULATION PROBLEM 
JOYSTA DELTA, CONST#, ALFA 

CMULT TNTDL,DELTA,POT1 
SUBTR DTHET, TNTDL, GAMMA 
INTGRT THETA, DTHET, 1 
SUBTR D2PHI, FHGAM, DELTA 
I NTGRT DPHI, D2PHI, 1 0 
INTGRT PHI,DPHI,1 
CMULT FHDPI,DPHI, P0T2 
SUM FHGAM, FHDPI, GAMMA 
SUBTR GAMMA, THETA, PHI 

/CONTINUOUS OUTPUT TO OSCILLOSCOPE 
CONTINUOUS PHI, T 

* DATA: 

DT = .01 
TMAX = 
THETA = 0. 
DPHI = 0. 
PHI = 0. 
ALFA = 0. 
POT1 r .1 
P0T2 = .05 
CONST = .4 

Figure 4.7--Continued 
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amplitude of the damped sine wave which will satisfy these 

constraints. The defining equations are: 

Figure 4.8 shows the block diagram for the system. Figure 

4.9 presents the DARE II problem listing in which a FORTRAN 

Logic Block is used. This logic block shows the use of the-

STROF and STRON subroutines. DECtape storage is turned off 

by the logic block until the desired initial value of XI is 

found. The logic block then makes a final simulation run • 

with this initial value of XI and records the run on 

DECtape for solution display, listing, etc. Figure 4.10 

gives a tabular printout of XI and X2 vs. T. Note that the 

initial slope, X2, of the damped sine wave, XI, is zero, 

while the final value of XI is 0.12494, very close to the 

desired value of 0.125* 

4.4 Pilot Ejection Problem (CSSL Benchmark Problem, 
Strauss, 1967) 

In this problem, a pilot is flying an aircraft at a 

constant altitude and velocity. It is desired to know 

those combinations of aircraft altitude and velocity for 

which he will miss the vertical stabilizer if he ejects 

from the plane. This problem demonstrates the value of the 

ability of the DARE II system to store cross^plot data, 



XI 
MDX2 DX2 X2 

X2 SUM INVERT INTGRT INTGRT 

Figure 4.8 Block Diagram to Generate a Damped Sine Wave 
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* FORTRAN LOGIC BLOCK: 

INLIST XI . 
OUTLIST XI  
INPUT AAQ,  AAG,  SX,  VAL 
Q = .  001*  AAQ 
G=100.*  AAG 
CALL STROF 
RUNX = 1 .  
X10LD=X1 

2  CALL RUN 
ER = EROLD = (  XI  -  VAL)**2  
CALL SHOW (XI  OLD,  XI  ,ER,RUNX) 
IF  (ABS(EROLD) .  LT.Q)  GO TO 3  
CALL RESET 
XI  =  XI  OLD +  SX 
CALL RUN 
ER = <X1-VAL>**2 
RUNX = RUNX +  1 .  
CALL RESET 
XI =  XI  OLD -  < (ER-EROLD)/SX)*G 
XI OLD=XL 
GO TO 2  

3  CALL RESET 
XI  =  XI  OLD 
CALL STRON 
CALL RUN 

*  DERIVATIVE BLOCK NO.  1 :  

I  NTGRT X1,X2,3  
INTGRT X2,DX2,3  
INVERT DX2,MDX2 
SUM MDX2.X1.X2 
DISPLAY X1,X2,T 

*  DATA: 

DT = . 00S67  
TMAX = .SSS67 
XI = 0 .  
X2 = 0 .  
AAQ = *00001  
AAG = .25  
SX = .001  
VAL =  .125  

Figure 4.9 DARE IX Problem Listing for Two-point Boundary-
Value Problem 
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TIME 

0 .00000 
0 .03323  
0 .06645  
0 .09968  
0 .13290  
0 .16613  
0 .19936  
0 .23258  
0 .26581  
0 .29903  
0 .33226  
0 .36549  
0 .39871  
0 .43194  
0 .46516  
0 .49839  
0 .53162  
0 .56484  
0 .59807  
0 .63129  
0 .66452  

XI 

0 .81520  
0 .81128  
0 .80006  
0 .78235  

•0 .75893  
0 .73056  
0 .69798  
0 .66139  
0 .62297  
0 .58186  
0 .53915  
0 .49540  
0 .451  12  
0 .40678  
0 .36280  
0 .31956  
0 .27741  
0 .23664  
0 .19750  
0 .16021  
0 .12494  

X2 

0 .00000 
-0 .07721  
-0 .14636  
-0 .20757  
-0 .26102  
-0 .30692  
-0 .34557  
-0 .37728  
-0 .40242  
-0 .42138  
-0 .43455  
-0 .44237  
-0 .44526  
-0 .44368  
-0 .43805  
-0 .42881  
-0 .41640  
-0 .40124  
-0 .38372  
-0 .3  6423  
-0 .34316  

Figure 4.10 Teletype Printout of XI, X2, and TIME for 
Solution of Two-point Boundary Value Problem 



since time histories are used only in an auxiliary 

capacity. Figure 4.11 presents the DARE II program listing 

for this problem. The program starts with zero altitude 

and finite velocity and ejects the pilot from his seat. 

The TERMINATE statement in the derivative block terminates 

the run when the pilot is even vertically with the vertical 

stabilizer. If the pilot misses the vertical stabilizer, 

the ejection is repeated with the horizontal velocity of 

the aircraft increased. This sequence continues until the 

pilot just barely misses the stabilizer. Then the altitude 

is increased and the aircraft's velocity increased until 

the pilot just misses the stabilizer at this new, higher 

altitude. This sequence of increasing the altitude and 

finding the maximum safe velocity at that altitude is 

repeated until the velocity reaches some maximum value. 

Each time that the maximum safe velocity for a particular 

altitude is found, the solution values are stored on 

DECtape by the CALL STORE statement in the FORTRAN Logic 

Block. After the entire simulation study is complete, the 

output routine is called and a plot of the safe and unsafe 

regions of altitude vs. plane velocity is made. This plot 

is shown as Figure 4.12. 



* MACRO BLOCK: 

.DEFIN DECIDE,Z,Y,Y1,X 
INPUT Y 
CMA 
TAD Y1 
SPA 
JMP .+3  
CLA 
SKP 
LAC X 
CLL 
OUTPUT Z 
•  ENDM 

/ 
.DEFIN ENDRN,Z,  X,  XF 
INPUT X 
TAD XF 
SPA!  CLC 
CLA 
OUTPUT Z 
.ENDM 

/ 
.DEFIN MULT02,  Z ,  X,  Y 
INPUT X 
GSM 
DAC .+3  
LAC Y 
MULS 
0 
OUTPUT Z 
.ENDM 

/ 
.DEFIN CDIV,Z,X,Y,  N 
INPUT X 
FRDI VS 

Y 0  
CKOVFL N 
LACQ 
OUTPUT Z 
.ENDM 

*  FORTRAN LOGIC BLOCK; 

INLIST Y 
OUTLIST V,VA,RHOP,TH 

Figure k.ll DARE II Problem Listing for Pilot Ejecti 
Problem 



INPUT THE, VA, VE 
OUTPUT VA, H 
H = 0. 
V =  ( (  V A -  V E *  S I  N (  T H E )  ) * * 2 +  (  V E *  

$ COSC THE)) **2)**0 .5 
TH = ATANC VE*COSCTHE)/< VA-VE* 

$ SINCTHE))) 
RHOP = RHO(H) 
CALL SHOW (H, VA, V, TH) 
CALL RUN 
IF (Y.GT.0.625) 60 TO 4 
CALL RESET 
H = H+.001 
GO TO 3 
CALL STORE 
CALL RESET 
VA = VA+.01 
IF C VA.LE.0.975) GO TO 2 

* DERIVATIVE BLOCK NO. Is 

COSINE COSTH,TH 
MULT VX, COSTH, V 
SUBTR XDOT,VA#,VX 
INTGRT X, XDOT, 64 
SINE SI NTH,TH 
MULT YDOT, SI NTH, V 
I NTGRT Y, YDOT,64 
CMULT GCSTH,COSTH. G1 
DIVIDE GCTDV, V, GCSTH 
DECIDE GCDV0,Y, Yl#t GCTDV 
INVERT MGCDV, GCDV0 
CMULT THDOT, MGCDV, POTl 
INTGRT TH,THDOT,2 
MULT VSQ, V, V 
MULT02 D,RHOP#, VSQ 
CDIV DDAM, D, AM 
CMULT GSNTH,SI NTH, G2 
SUM GSTDA, GSNTH, DDAM 
DECIDE GSDA0,Y,Yl#, GSTDA 
INVERT VDOT, GSDA0 
INTGRT V, VDOT,2 
DISPLAY Y, X 
TERMINATE LOGIC 
ENDRN LOGIC, X, XF# 

* OUTPUT BLOCK: 

Figure 4.11—Continued DARE II Problem Listing for Pilot 
Ejection Problem 
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DISPLAY H,  VA 

*  TABLE BLOCK NO.  1 :  

FORTRAN,RHO,  4  
0 .  
0 .  
0 .  
0 .  
0 .  
0 .  
0 .  
0 .  
.9508  
.7020  
.5068  
.3564  

_ .2348  
.1456  
.08952  
.03344  
0 .  

* DATAS 

DT = .005  
TMAX = .999  
X =  0  • 
Y = 0  • 
TH = 0 .  
V =  0  • 
AM = .2735  
G1 =  .0314  
P0T1 = .636  
G2 = .0314  
THE = .262  
VA =  . 1  
V E =  . 04  
Y1 =  . 125  
RHOP = 0 .  
XF = .9375  

Figure 4.11—Continued DARE II Problem Listing for Pilot 
Ejection Problem 



H 

SAFE 

UNSAFE 

Figure 4.12 Plot of Safe and Unsafe Regions of Aircraft Altitude and Velocity--
Solution of Pilot Ejection Problem 

a-* 
\D 



CHAPTER 5 

THE DARE II TRANSLATOR 

The DARE II translator uses the text strings typed 

by the user into the l*t non-FORTRAN program blocks (Table 

2.1) to generate a source program in MACRO-9 assembly 

language. This translated source program is then auto

matically assembled in another core overlay. If any of the 

nine FORTRAN blocks or the FORTRAN Logic Block is used, the 

translator will also Output a second file containing FORTRAN 

source programs, which will be automatically compiled by 

still another core overlay. Since the DECtape handlers 

permit only one file to be written at a time, the FORTRAN 

file is output first if it is needed. 

The main jobs of the translator are: 

1. Sorting the derivative block statements in an 

optimum way so that the assembler can kill as many 

redundant store/fetch pairs as possible. 

2. Making up a table in the resident monitor containing 

the input parameters and state variables for which 

the user supplies values at run time. 

3. Making up a table in the resident monitor containing 

the names of the variables which are stored on 

DECtape at run time. This table is used by the 

70 
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conversational output routine to display variables 

requested by name. 

k. Making up a FORTRAN subroutine from the FORTRAN 

Logic Block such that the proper variable values 

are transferred back and forth between the logic 

subroutine and the differential equation solving 

routine. 

5•1 Processing the FORTRAN Blocks 

The contents of the nine FORTRAN blocks are not 

altered by the DARE II translator but are simply written 

unchanged into the file named FORTLG SRC on DECtape. The 

text lines in the FORTRAN Logic Block are used by the trans

lator to generate a FORTRAN subroutine named LOGICX. The 

block is first scanned for INLIST, OUTLIST, INPUT, OUTPUT, 

NO-ABORT, CALL SHOW, and CALL STORE lines. The INLIST, 

OUTLIST, INPUT, OUTPUT, and NO-ABORT lines simply supply 

information to- the translator and are used and removed before 

the LOGICX subroutine is made up. The argument list of the 

CALL SHOW statement is used by the translator to make up a 

table of 5/7 ASCII codes of the variable names, so that they 

can be displayed on the CRT along with their respective 

values at run time. The.presence of a CALL STORE line in 

the FORTRAN Logic Block sets a switch in the resident 

monitor to notify the DECtape storage routine at run time 
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that cross-plot data rather than time-histories are to be 

stored. 

The parameter names in the INPUT list are inserted 

into the list of input parameters for which the user will 

supply values at run time. The list is also added to the 

INLIST and OUTLIST lists which are described below. The 

variable names in the OUTPUT list are inserted into the list 

of output variables which will be recorded on mass storage 

at run time. The list is also added to the OUTLIST list.. 

The argument list for the subroutine LOGICX is the 

union of the INLIST and OUTLIST lists with the letter I 

added to the beginning of each variable name. Next, lines 

of the form 

VAR = FLOATL (IVAR), 

one for each INLIST variable, are added at the beginning of 

the LOGICX subroutine and immediately after every CALL RUN 

statement in the block. This will transfer the values of 

the INLIST variables from the differential equation solving 

program to the FORTRAN logic subroutine. 

Lines of the form 

IVAR = IFIXL (VAR), 

one for each OUTLIST variable, are added immediately before 

every CALL RUN statement along with lines which check for 

OUTLIST variables whose values are outside the range +_ 1. 

This will transfer the values of the OUTLIST variables from 
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the FORTRAN logic subroutine to the differential equation 

solving routine before a simulation run is made. 

If the NO-ABORT statement appears in the FORTRAN 

Logic Block, the line 

COMMON/SYSVAR/LOVERF 

is placed in the subroutine LOGICX. The variable LOVERF 

will be set true or false after each run, depending upon 

whether or not there was a variable overload during the run. 

If an overload occurs during a run, the run is terminated 

and LOVERF is set to TRUE. If a run is good (i.e., no 

overloads), LOVERF is set to FALSE. The FORTRAN logic 

subroutine can then examine LOVERF after each run and take 

appropriate action. 

RETURN and END lines are added to the end of the 

block, and the completed LOGICX subroutine is placed in the 

FORTLG SRC file which is now complete. 

5*2 Processing the MACRO-9 Blocks 

The 1*1 program blocks other than the nine FORTRAN 

and one FORTRAN Logic Blocks just discussed are used by the 

DARE II translator to generate a single MACRO-9 program in 

a file called SRCLIB. The translator first outputs the 

contents of the Macro Definition Block and the Subroutine 

Definition Block into the SRCLIB file unchanged for use by 

the rest of the Macro program. 
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Next come the following subroutines: 

1. A logic subroutine named .LOGIC 

2. a simulation run subroutine called % RUN 

3« one or two subroutines, called %DVBLK and %DRVB2 

respectively, made up of the sorted block-macro 

statements in the two derivative blocks. 

5.2.1 The Logic Subroutine, .LOGIC 

The logic subroutine, .LOGIC, is called by the DARE II 

system when the START RUN button on the simulation console 

is pressed. If the FORTRAN Logic Block and Logic Block are 

both empty, the translator simply places a call to the 

simulation run subroutine, % RUN, in the logic subroutine. 

If the FORTRAN Logic Block is used, .LOGIC contains a call 

to LOGICX with the proper argument list. If the MACRO-9 

assembly language logic block (i.e., the Logic Block) is 

used, .LOGIC simply contains the contents of the block with 

INPUT, OUTPUT, and NO-ABORT lines removed. The parameter 

names in the INPUT list are inserted into the list of input 

parameters for which the user supplies values at run time. 

A memory location is automatically assigned to each of these 

parameters. The variable names in the OUTPUT list are 

inserted into the list of output variables to be recorded on 

mass storage at run time. If the NO-ABORT statement is 

present, the translator defines the symbol .NOABO which 

causes conditional assembly of the proper machine code. 
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5.2.2 The Simulation Run Subroutine, %RUN 

The subroutine %RUN makes one complete simulation 

run each time it is called by the logic subroutine. %RUN 

initializes the run time display (if needed), computes the 

communication interval, initializes the integration routine, 

and then enters a loop which calls the derivative block sub

routine %DVBLK (and %DRVB2 if used) one or more times per 

integration step. Conditional assembly is used to assemble 

the proper machine code for the integration rule being used 

and also to assemble only the amount of code needed for the 

number of state variables in the problem at hand. This 

results in maximum execution speed. Once per communication 

interval, %RUN updates the run-time display (if used), and 

checks for state-variable overflow. 

5.2.3 The Derivative-block Subroutines 

The derivative-block subroutine simply consists of 

the block-macro statements which were typed into the 

derivative block after they have been sorted and slightly 

modified. Each of the two derivative blocks is made up into 

a separate subroutine, only one of which will be discussed 

since both are treated identically. 

The translator makes two passes over each derivative 

block. The first' pass checks for POINTS, DISPLAY, REAL

TIME, CONTINUOUS, and TERMINATE statements which only supply 

information to the translator and are used and removed from 
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the block. The number in the POINTS statement is stored in 

the resident monitor for use by the %RUN subroutine in 

calculating the communication interval. If the REAL-TIME 

statement is present, the symbol .REALT is defined by the 

translator to conditionally assemble the proper coding in 

the %RUN subroutine to handle clock interrupts. The 

DISPLAY statement causes the translator to enter coding 

into the %RUN subroutine to initialize the proper display 

routine and to update the display buffer once per com

munication. interval during a run. The CONTINUOUS statement 

tells the translator to define the symbols .NOSTR and .CNTU 

which, by conditional assembly, prevent the output of 

variables onto DEC tape and also prevent the subroutine 

%RUN from stopping the run when T reaches TMAX. The 

translator also enters coding into %RUN which updates the 

X- and Y-DAC'S every frame time during a run. A TERMINATE 

statement in the derivative block causes the translator to 

output coding in %RUN which checks the logic variable in 

the statement once every frame time DT and causes the run 

to terminate if the variable equals zero. 

5.2.3.1 Sorting and Killing Redundant 
Fetch/Store Pairs 

During the translator's first pass of the deriva

tive block, the INTGRT-block outputs are placed in a 

state-variable table in the translator called STATAB. The 

integrator gain number is removed from the text string, 



converted to binary form, and placed in the table .GAIN in 

the resident monitor. In place of the gain number, an 

address tag of the form ..01, ..02, etc. is placed in the 

text string. At run time, each integrator gain is multi

plied by the frame time, DT, and the product is placed in 

the corresponding address ..01, ..02, etc. The INTGRT 

lines are removed from the derivative block list as they 

are encountered and placed in a pushdown stack for use by 

pass two of the sorting routine. The outputs of all the 

other blocks are placed in a table called DEFTAB. Each 

entry in DEFTAB has 2 numbers associated with it: (l) The 

number of times that the variable is used as the first 

input to other blocks, and (2) the number of times that the 

variable is used as a non-first input to other blocks. 

During the first pass of the derivative block, inputs to 

blocks which are not yet stored in DEFTAB are placed in 

another table called UNDTAB along with the 2 numbers which 

are updated as needed. When an entry in UNDTAB is found 

to be a block output the entry and its number are moved 

over to the DEFTAB table. Block outputs marked with 

are placed in a table called USRTAB, and block inputs 

marked with "ffi" are placed in PRMTAB. Figure 5*1 gives the 

flowchart describing this first pass of the sort routine. 

At the end of pass one, any entries remaining in UNDTAB are 

entered in the input parameter list, as are the entries in 

PRMTAB which are also defined as locations in SRCLIB. The 
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numbers associated with each entry in DEFTAB and USRTAB are 

checked to see whether there are any block outputs which 

were never used as inputs to other blocks; if there are, 

the block statements corresponding to these outputs are 

removed from the derivative-block list and placed in the 

pushdown stack along with the INTGRT statements. The two 

numbers for each entry in DEFTAB are checked to see whether 

any entry was used only once as the first input to one 

block and never used again. Such entries are not defined. 

All other entries in DEFTAB are defined in SRCLIB as are 

all entries in USRTAB which are defined in a special 

location referenced by the store routine which writes these 

variable values onto DEC tape or disk at run time. This 

enables the MACRO-9 assembler to kill all redundant store/ 

fetch pairs by conditional assembly. The OUTPUT macro at 

the end of a block-macro is defined as 

•DEFIN OUTPUT, OUTV 

IFDEF OUTV 

DAC OUTV 

% SYM = OUTV 

.ENDC 

IFUND OUTV 

% SYM = 0 

ENDC 

EN DM 
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The definition of the INPUT macro used at the 

beginning of block macros is 

DEFIN INPUT, INV 

IFDEF INV 

.IFNZR %SYM - INV 

LAC INV 

ENDC 

ENDC 

EN DM 

Thus, if a variable is not defined, the OUTPUT and INPUT 

macros will not generate any machine code. If a variable 

is defined, then the OUTPUT macro deposits the accumulator 

in the proper location, but the INPUT macro immediately 

following generates machine code only if the proper 

variable value is not already in the accumulator. This 

saves both time and memory. 

defined next and are also referenced by the store routine. 

The translator then makes up a table in the resident 

monitor containing the 5/7 ASCII codes for the output 

variables in the order in which they will be stored on 

DECtape or disk. This table is used by the conversational 

output routine to locate variables by name. 

The two numbers for each entry in DEFTAB and USRTAB 

are then added together to give a single number which 

All entries in STATAB, the state variables, are 
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corresponds to the number of times each entry is used as a 

block input. 

The translator is now ready to generate the final 

correctly sorted list of the block-macro statements. This 

sorted list is built from the bottom up, using the proce

dure shown in Figure 5*2. 

Let us work through an example to illustrate how 

the sorting routine works. Figure 5«3 illustrates the 

block statements for the solution of Van der Pol's equation 

as they might be typed in by the user in some random 

order. After pass one of the sorting routine, the block 

statements would have been processed to the point shown in 

Figure The INTGRT blocks have been removed from the 

derivative block list and placed in a pushdown stack with 

the gain numbers removed and replaced with the address tags 

. • 01 and . • 02. 

Pass two of the sorting routine now takes the 

statement 

INTGRT X2,A,..02 (5«l) 

and puts it at the bottom of what will eventually be the 

completely sorted list. The routine next looks for a 

block in the old list with output A. This is the statement 

SUBTR A,F,H (5»2) 

Since A is not used as an input to any other block, state

ment (5«2) is removed from the old list and placed just 
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CMULT D,X2,ALFA 
INTGRT Xl,X2,l6 
CMULT H, G,POT 
MULT E,X1,X1 
INTGRT X2,A,256 
MULT F,E,D 
SUBTR G,X1,D 
SUBTR A,F,H 

Figure 5«3 Block Statements for Solution of Van der Pol' 
Equation--Random Order 
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Figure 5*^ Block Statements for Solution of Van der Pol 
Equation—After Pass One of Sorting Routine 
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above statement (5*1) in the new list. Since statement 

(5.1) has no more inputs, the routine next examines the 

inputs of statement (5»2). F is the output of the state

ment 

MULT F,E,D (5.3) 

and F is not used as the input to any other block. There

fore, statement (5*3) is removed from the old list and 

placed just above statement (5*2) in the new list. The 

routine continues to examine the inputs of statement (5*2) 

in order. The next input variable is H which comes from 

the output of the block 

CMULT H,G,POT (5.k) 

Since H is not used as an input to any other block, state

ment (5.4) is removed from the old list and placed on top 

of the pushdown stack. The configuration of lists is as 

shown in Figure 5»5» 

Next the inputs of statement (5-3) are examined in 

order. The first input, E, comes from the block 

MULT E,X1,X1 (5-5) 

E is not used as the input to any other block, so statement 

(5*5) is removed from the old list and placed just above 

statement (5*3) in the new list. The next input of (5•3) 

is D which is the output of the block 

CMULT D,X2,ALFA (5-6) 



CMULT D,X2,ALFA 

MULT E,X1,X1 

SUBTR G,Xl,D 

CMULT H,G,POT 

INTGRT X1,X2,..01 

MULT F,E,D 

SUBTR A,F,H 

INTGRT X2,a,..02 

a. Old list b. Pushdown stack c. New list 

Figure 5*5 Configuration of Block Statements During Pass Two 
of Sorting Routine 

v£> 



but D is also used as an input to the block 

SUBTR G,X1,D (5.7) 

which is still in the old list. Therefore, (5*6) is left 

in the old list, but the count associated with D is 

decremented by one. This count is originally the number 

of times that D is used as a block input, in this case, 

two. Each time that one of the blocks with input D is 

placed in the new list, the count is decremented until the 

last such block enters the new list. Statement (5-6) then 

becomes a candidate for the new list since all of the 

blocks which use D as an input will appear below it in the 

sorted list. 

The routine has now examined all of the inputs of 

(5*3)• Statement (5»5) is the item just above (5«3) in the 

new list, so its inputs are examined next. Both of the 

inputs of (5.5) are XI which is a state variable. The 

INTGRT blocks are different from all other blocks in that 

their outputs (state variables) are not updated each time 

they are encountered in a pass through the derivative block 

subroutine. Instead, the state variables are updated all 

at once before the derivative block subroutine is called. 

Thus there is no advantage in considering the INTGRT block 

outputs as potential candidates for redundant store/fetch 

pair killing, since the accumulator does not contain the 

state variable value at the end of the INTGRT macro. The 
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block statement 

INTGRT X1,X2,..01 (5.8) 

is therefore left in the pushdown stack. 

The sorting routine has now examined all of the 

inputs for the statements now in the new list. The next 

statement to be placed in the new list is taken from the 

top of the pushdown stack. This is statement (5«^) whose 

first input is G. From the old list, the statement 

SUBTR G,X1,D (5-9) 

is taken and placed in the new list. POT, in statement 

(5-4) is not a block output, so the routine goes on to 

examine the inputs of (5*9)• XI is a state variable, and 

so is ignored. This is the last time that D appears as a 

block input, and so statement (5*6) is removed from the old 

list and placed on the pushdown stack. The old list is now 

empty. 

The routine has examined all of the inputs of the 

new list and so the top item in the pushdown stack, (5*6), 

is removed and placed in the new list. Its inputs are X2, 

a state variable, and ALFA, an input parameter. 

Finally the last item, 

INTGRT XI,X2,..01 (5-10) 

is removed from the stack and placed on top of the new 

list, which is now complete (Figure 5*6). 
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Figure 5-6 Block Statements for Solution of Van der Pol's 
Equation--After Sorting is Complete 

appends block numbers to the statements and makes up a 

table of the 5/7 ASCII codes for the block output names. 

If a block output should overload during a run, the block 

number will enable the error routine to determine where the 

overload occurred and to print out the name of the appro

priate output variable. The finished subroutine, %DVBLK 

(and %DRVB2 if used), is output into the SRCLIB file. 

the 5/7 ASCII codes for all the system variables, state 

variables, and parameters for which the user will input 

values at run time. The 5/7 ASCII codes for the data 

values themselves are also stored in this table. It is 

from this table that the data names and values are dis

played on the alphanumeric CRT at run time. If the trans- • 

lator is processing a new problem, there will, of course, 

be no old data values in the monitor. If there are data 

After the sorted list is complete, the translator 

A table is made up in the monitor which contains 
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names and values already in the resident monitor, the 

translator will compare the data names in the monitor with 

the data names for the program being processed. If any are 

the same, the translator will retain the old data values 

for them. Any new names will, of course, have no data 

values until the user enters thfcm at run time. This is 

different from DARE I (Goltz, 1970), which supplies zero 

values by default. The translator also makes up a table in 

the SRCLIB file which contains the addresses of the loca

tions into which the actual data values are to be placed. 

The run-time program will convert the numbers in the monitor 

and the numbers typed in by the user into binary numbers 

which are then placed in the proper locations by referring 

to the table of addresses in the SRCLIB file. 

5.2.4 The Table Look-up Functions 

The table look-up function blocks are processed 

next. The translator converts the decimal fractions into 

octal numbers which can be processed directly by the MACRO-

9 assembler. The proper shift instructions are appended at 

the beginning of the table. Each table is then output into 

SRCLIB, which is then complete. 

5•3 Processing the Output Block 

The contents of the Output Block are not altered by 

the DARE II system, but simply stored on tape in the file 
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OUTSTR. A switch is set in the resident monitor to notify 

the output routine to read instructions from the OUTSTR 

file rather than from the CRT keyboard. 



CHAPTER 6 

DARE II SYSTEM ORGANIZATION 

The DARE II system is made up of seven core-memory 

overlays, all stored on a single system tape. Figure 6.1 

shows the directory listing of this system tape. To run a 

DAltE II simulation study, the DARE II system tape is placed 

on DECtape unit 0, and a scratch tape is placed on DECtape 

unit 1. All writing by the DARE II system is done on the 

scratch tape. 

6.1 Overlay 0: The System Monitor 

The first overlay is the DARE II system monitor, 

part of which remains in core at all times, since it is 

used by the other overlays. This resident portion occupies 

approximately the first 2250 memory locations and is similar 

in organization to the PDP-9 advanced software monitor 

(D.E.C., 1968b). 

The DARE II system monitor contains a CAL handler, 

which processes CAL instructions (subroutine jumps to 

absolute location 20) (D.E.C., 1968b). These instructions 

are used to (l) request input-output (1-0), (2) request 

loading of one of the other six core overlays or, (3) set 

up the addresses of program interrupt service routines in 

the skip chain and/or API registers. The DARE II resident 

96 
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DIRECTORY LISTING 
SRCLNS EDT 254 37 
MACRO LIB 255 25 
. LIBR BIN 25S 121 
D2M0N SYS 0 
D2EDTR SYS 15 
D2L0AD SYS 60 
D2MAC9 SYS 101 
D2 F4 SYS 141 
D2 OUT SYS 200 

3 USER FILES 
261 SYSTEM BLKS 
412 FREE BLKS 

Figure 6.1 Directory Listing of DARE II System Tape 



monitor contains 3 1-0 handlers for (l) the alphanumeric 

CRT display and keyboard, (2) the teletype (printer output 

only), and (3) the simulation control panel. These three 

handlers are described in detail in DARE I, An Oti-Line 

Digital Simulation System (Goltz, 1970). All other 1-0 

handlers are contained in the other six overlays. 

The DARE II resident monitor also contains several 

tables. The first of these, called .SCOM, contains 

information on the status of the system and is identical to 

the .SCOM table in the D.E.C. advanced-software monitor. 

The monitor also contains a table, .SYSPR, which comprises 

all necessary information for loading; each core overlay 

from the system tape. This information includes (l) DECtape 

block number, (2) total word count, (3) core loading 

address, (4) starting address, and (5) DECtape transport 

number. Next, the .SIM table contains the .information 

shown in Table 6.1. Information is entered into this table 

by the DARE II translator and run-time system programs. 

Another resident-monitor table, .GAIN, contains the 

values of the gains associated with each of the INTGRT 

(integrator) blocks in the user's program. These values 

are entered into this table by the translator. The run

time program multiplies each of these gain values by the 

frame time DT. The resulting product is then used by the 

INTGRT block in the process of numerical integration. 
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Table 6.1 Contents of the .SIM Table 

Location Contents 

•SIM+0 Number of Output Points Requested 

.SIM+1 Output Block Flag (0 = no Output Block) 

.SIM+2 Current Overlay Number 

•SIM+3 not used 

.SIM+4 Number of State Variables 

.SIM+5 Number of Input Parameters 

.SIM+6 Number of Output Variables 

.SIM+7 not used 

•SIM+10 not used 

.SIM+11 Integration Method Number 

.SIM+12 DT - Thumbwheel Switch Value 

.SIM+13 TMAX - Thumbwheel Switch Value 

•SIM+14 Sense Switch Positions 

.SIM+15 Run-Time Storage Switch 
(-1 - crossplot, 0 = time history, 1 = no . 
storage) 1 

.SIM+16 Actual Number of Output Points 

•SIM+17 TMAX - binary value 

•SIM+20 FORTRAN Logic Block Flag (0 = no FORTRAN Logic 
Block) 
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The next table, .SYMBL, contains the names and 

values of the input parameters in 5/7 ASCII code. The 

input parameter names are placed in the table by the trans

lator. The run time program displays the names on the 

alphanumeric CRT; the user then types in values for each of' 

the parameters. These values are then stored in the .SYMBL 

table in 5/7 ASCII code and displayed on the CRT. 

The final monitor table, .OUT, contains the names 

of the output variables, which are stored on DECtape or 

disk during the simulation run in 5/7 ASCII code. This 

table is made up by the translator and is used by the 

output routine to locate the stored variables on tape by 

name. The output variables are listed in the .OUT table in 

the same order that they are stored on tape. 

The DARE II system monitor is loaded into core 

memory starting at location 100. The non-resident portion 

of the monitor initializes a few locations below 100 and 

writes a special directory onto the scratch tape (Table 6.2). 

The next overlay is then automatically loaded into core. 

6.2 Overlay 1; The CRT Text Editor and 
DARE II Translator 

The CRT text editor and DARE II translator are both 

contained in the same core overlay, since both programs use 

some of the same text-handling subroutines. The text 

editor makes use of a CC-301 CRT display and keyboard for 

text input and modification. The text strings are stored 
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Table 6.2 Scratch Tape Organization 

Blocks Use 

1-144 Fire oriented area for storing programs 
written by translator, compiler, and 
assembler. 

145-244 Area for storing run-time overlay 5 in dump 
mode for quick reloading from overlay 6. 

245-507 Area for storage of time histories and cross-
plot data by run-time routine for use by 
conversational output routine. 

510-1077 Area used by conversational output routine 
to save solution values upon user request in 
numbered save areas. 
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in the PDP-9 core memory in the form of threaded lists. 

All PDP-9 core memory which is not used for program storage 

is available for text strings. 

Every DARE II program block has a number and a 

letter symbol associated with it (Table 6.3)* Contained in 

the editor/translator program is a block of 26 consecutive 

memory locations, the first of which is labeled CURENT. 

CURENT always contains the number of the block which is 

currently open. The 25 memory locations following CURENT 

correspond to the 25 DARE II program blocks in order, each 

location containing the address of the first text line for 

that particular block. If a program block is empty, this 

location will contain -1. The text lines are stored in 

standard I0PS 5/7 ASCII, including the standard two-word 

header and an additional word containing the address of the 

next text line in the program block (a pointer). The last 

line in a program block has its pointer set to -1 to 

indicate the end of the block. Thus, each program block 

uses only the amount of core memory it needs and no more. 

Communication between the CC-301 CRT keyboard and 

the editor program is through the CRA handler in the 

resident monitor. The CC-301 contains a 960-character 

memory used to refresh the CRT screen. This memory must be 

distinguished from the PDP-9 core memory buffer used to 

store the edited text lines. As much of the editing as 
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Table 6.3 CRT Editor Blocks 

Block Number Symbol Block Name 

1 A Macro Definition Block 
2 B Subroutine Definition Block 
3 C FORTRAN Logic Block 
k D Logic Block 
5 E Derivative Block No. 1 
6 F Derivative Block No. 2 
7 GL Output Block 
10 H Table Block No. 1 
11 I Table Block No. 2 
12 J Table Block No. 3 
13 K Table Block No. k 
Ik L Table Block No. 5 
15 M Table Block No. 6 
16 N Table Block No. 7 
17 0 Table Block No. 8 
20 P Table Block No. 9 
21 Q FORTRAN Block No. 1 
22 R FORTRAN Block No. 2 
23 S FORTRAN Block No. 3 
24 T FORTRAN Block No. 4 
25 U FORTRAN Block No. 5 
26 V . FORTRAN Block No. 6 
27 W FORTRAN Block No. 7 
30 X FORTRAN Block No. 8 
31 Y FORTRAN Block No. 9 
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possible is done in the CC-30.1 memory, and the PDP-9 memory 

buffer is updated only when necessary. 

When the edited program is stored on paper tape or 

DECtape,by the editor or translator, an extra line of the 

form 

is inserted at the end of each program block, where Q is 

the letter symbol associated with each particular block 

(Table 6.3)• When the source program is read back into 

core, the editor uses this letter symbol to put the address 

of the first line of a program block into the proper memory 

location following CURENT. 

Data from the .SYMBL table in the resident monitor 

is stored on paper tape by the editor in dump code. 

Preceding this data, the line 

is punched so that when the tape is read into core, the 

editor will know that data follows. 

More detailed explanations of the operation of the 

CRT text editor caii. be found in Goltz, 1968 and Goltz, 1970.. 

When the COMPILE button on the simulation console 

is pressed, the source program is stored on DECtape, and 

the translator then processes the source program as 

described in Chapter 5- When the translator has finished 

processing the program, it checks to see whether or not the 
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FORTRAN compiler (overlay 2) is needed. If it is not, the 

translator requests that the MACRO-9 assembler (overlay 3) 

be loaded directly to save time. 

6.3 Overlay 2: The FORTRAN Compiler 

The FORTRAN compiler used in the DARE II system is 

based upon the PDP-9 FORTRAN compiler and is almost 

identical to the version used in the DARE I system (Goltz, 

1970). 

The DARE II version automatically processes the 

source file FORTLG SRC when loaded, writing the object code 

output into the file .LIBR BIN. Multiple subprograms are 

allowed in the file FORTLG SRC, with the line <— •<— <— 

indicating the end of a subprogram. Each entire subprogram 

is read into core memory individually, with the compiler 

making two passes over the source code. All REAL variables 

and constants are automatically considered DOUBLE PRECISION 

and all names beginning with the letter L are considered 

to be LOGICAL type. 

When the compiler has finished processing FORTLG 

SRC, it automatically exits to Overlay 3» 

6.k Overlay 3: The MACRO-9 Assembler 

The MACRO-9 assembler used in the DARE II system is 

based upon the standard PDP-9 MACRO-9 assembler, with a few 

modifications. The DARE II version automatically reads the 

macro definitions contained in the file MACRO LIB on the 
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DARE II system tape at the beginning of each pass before 

going on to process the file SRCLIB SRC on the scratch 

tape. Binary output code is automatically written into the 

file SRCLIB BIN on the scratch tape during the second pass 

over the source code. Error messages, if any, are written 

on the teletype with an appropriate message on the CRT 

apprising the user of this fact. After assembly has been 

completed, the next overlay is automatically loaded. 

6.5 Overlay 4: The Linking Loader 

The linking loader used in the DARE II system is an 

only slightly modified version of the standard PDP-9 linking 

loader. The DARE II version first automatically loads 

SRCLIB BIN from the scratch tape. It then checks .SIM + 20 

in the resident monitor to see whether any FORTRAN programs 

were compiled. If they were, they are loaded from the file 

.LIBR BIN on the scratch tape. The first program in the 

system library (.LIBR BIN on the system tape) is loaded as 

the main program (D2RTS). The loader then searches the 

remainder of the system library, selectively loading only 

those programs which are needed to satisfy globals. Any 

remaining unsatisfied globals are linked to FORTRAN COMMON 

blocks, if possible. If all is well, the loader auto

matically starts the main program (D2RTS) running. Other

wise, it will print out error lines naming the unsatisfied 

globals. Unlike the standard PDP-9 linking loader, the 
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DARE II version does not normally print out a memory map. 

However, one will be printed out onto the teletype if 

accumulator switch l4 is up at the time the loader is 

loaded into core. 

6 . 6 Overlay 5 '• The Run-Time System 

The DARE II run-time system consists of all programs 

which are loaded by the linking loader described in the 

previous section. These programs include not only the ones 

generated by the DARE II translator (Chapter 5) but also 

programs loaded from the DARE II system library (Figure 

6.2). The first library program, D2RTS, is the main run

time system program, which is always loaded. The program 

begins by interrogating the table .SYMBL in the resident 

monitor. This table contains the input-parameter and 

state-variable names along with the numerical values of 

each, all in 5/7 ASCII code. D2RTS converts the 5/7 ASCII 

coded numbers into 18 bit one's complement binary numbers, 

which are placed into the actual input parameter or state 

variable locations. After all the entries of .SYMBL have 

been processed, D2RTS displays the contents of .SYMBL on 

the CRT. The program now waits for the user to type in 

data or start a run. While waiting, D2RTS constantly 

checks the DT and TMAX thumbwheel switches to see whether 

they have been changed. If a change has been made, the 

value of the corresponding parameter is placed into the 



PROGRAM NAME PROGRAM SIZE 

D2RTS 
PRA. 
PPA. 
CAA. 
DIS1 VI 
DIS1 VT 
DIS2 VT 
TAPOUT 
R U N  
SHOW 
DIDDLE 
RESET 
STORE 
STRON 
STROF 
SINTB 
ATANTB 
SQRTTB 
LOGTB 
EXPTB 
SENSE 
DABS 
AINT 
IDINT 
MOD 
DMOD 
FLOAT . 
I FIX 
FLOATL 
IFIXL 
DSIGN 
ISIGN 
DIM 
IDIM 
IMNMX 
DMNMX 
.BB 
.BC 
.BD 
.BE 
.BG 
.BF.BH 
DSQRT 
DSIN 
DCOS 
DA TAN 
DATAN2 

2365 
674 
571 
63 

777 
735 

1441 
1501 

4 
133 
124 
4 
4 
4' 
4 

402 
402 
402 
402 
402 
42 
1 6  
15 
13 
24 
30 
1 1 
13 
31 
46 
26 
20 
22 
15 

107 
106 
45 
50 
52 
24 
26 
25 
70 
13 
21 
13 
17 

Figure 6.2 Listing of DARE XI System Library 



PROGRAM NAME PROGRAM SIZE 

DEXP 
DLOG 
DLOG10 
.DD 
,DB 
.DE 
.DF 
.DC 
OVERFL 
.DA 
D1 IOS 
.SS 
GOTO 
D1 FIO 
D1RTE 
INTEGE 
DOUBLE 
REAL 

13 
21 
22 
144 
116 
101 
137 
47 

• 16 
47 

3076 
57 
26 
524 
142 
116 
142 

1003 

Figure 6.2--Continued 
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table .SYMBL, converted to a binary number, and the binary 

number is placed into the actual parameter location. When 

the user now types in a data name and value, D2RTS looks 

for the name in .SYMBL. If the name is found, the program 

checks to see whether the value typed in is a decimal 

fraction between -1 and +1 which contains 5 or fewer 

fractional digits, unless the parameter is DTIME; in the 

latter case, the program checks to make sure that the value 

is an unsigned or positive integer. 

Having met these criteria, the number is converted 

to an 18 bit, one's complement binary number which is placed 

in its proper location. The 5/7 ASCII code for the number 

goes into .SYMBL to be displayed on the CRT screen. D2RTS 

finds the addresses of the parameters and state variables 

listed in a table called .ADRTB which is located in the 

program SRCLIB. 

When the user has finished typing in data, he starts 

a run by pressing the START RUN button on the simulation 

console. This turns control over the the subroutine .LOGIC, 

which was made up by the translator and included in the 

program SRCLIB. If the user's program included a MACR0-9 

logic block, .LOGIC is the subroutine made up by the 

translator from the user's logic block. If the user's 

program contained a FORTRAN Logic Block, then .LOGIC turns 

control over to the FORTRAN subroutine LOGICX which was 

made up by the translator from the user's program. If the 
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user has included no logic block, .LOGIC simply calls the 

subroutine %RUN, which is also included in SRCLIB, and then 

returns to D2RTS which notifies the user, "SOLUTION 

COMPLETE." 

%RUN, which is described in Appendix A, should be 

called one or more times by any user-supplied logic block. 

In the MACRO-9 Logic Block the macro call "RUN" generates 

the machine code "JMS %RUN." In the FORTRAN Logic Block, 

the "CALL RUN" statement causes the linking loader to load 

the program "RUN" from the system library. This program 

consists of 

.GLOBL RUN, °/oRUN 

RUN XX 

JMS * %RUN 

JMP* RUN 

.END 

This was done because some subroutines (%RUN, 

PRESET) are contained in SRCLIB, while others (%STORE, 

%STRON, %STROF) are not. To keep the user of the MACRO-9 

Logic Block from having to remember which subroutines are 

directly addressed and which are indirectly addressed, the 

format described above was adopted. The MACRO-9 logic 

block user simply types the word RUN, RESET, STORE, etc. 

to reference these subroutines. 
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SHOW and DIDDLE are two programs in the system 

library which are called by the "CALL SHOW" and "CALL 

DIDDLE" statements in the FORTRAN Logic Block. These 

programs both use double-precision (two l8-bit word 

mantissa, l8-bit exponent) floating-point arithmetic. The 

"SHOW" and "DIDDLE" statements used in the MACRO-9 Logic 

Block are Macro calls which use single-precision, fixed-

point arithmetic. The "SHOW" subroutine and macro are used 

by a logic block to display, on the alphanumeric CRT during 

a simulation study, the current numerical values of up to 

six variables. This is useful, for example, in monitoring 

the progress of .an optimization study. The "DIDDLE" sub

routine and macro are used by a logic block to vary one or 

two parameter values, between simulation runs, with the aid 

of the DARE II joystick console. 

If a run-time display is requested, the subroutine 

%RUN will contain references to one of the three programs 

DISlVl, DIS1VT, or DIS2VT. These three programs are very 

similar in structure and contain (l) programs to display a 

message on the alphanumeric CRT telling what is being 

displayed, (2) buffers for the points being displayed, and 

(3) data-channel interrupt servicing routines to keep 

refreshing the display. 

Run-time output of solution values to DECtape is 

done through the program TAPOUT in the system library. 

TAPOUT contains the %STORE, %STRON, and %STROF subroutines. 
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If a time-history solution is being recorded, %STORE is 

called once per communication interval by %RUN. If cross-

plots are desired, %STORE is called by the logic block 

("CALL STORE" or "STORE") and not by %RUN. TAPOUT contains 

two 256-word buffers and writes the contents of one buffer 

onto DECtape while the other buffer is being filled with 

new data. Even so, when recording time histories, a DARE 

II solution will often have to wait for the DECtape to 

catch up. 

The DARE II system library contains five tables, 

SINTB, ATANTB, SQRTTB, LOGTB, and EXPTB, each of which 

contains function values for 257 evenly spaced breakpoint 

abscissas of the functions SIN(X), ARCTAN(X) , Vx~^ ilog,. 
2X 2 10 

(100X), and —Jqq"» 0 X <_ 1. These tables are referenced 

by the derivative-block macro calls SINE, COSINE, ATAN, 

SQRT, LOG10, and EXP10. 

The rest of the DARE II system library contains 

FORTRAN subfunctions which have been taken from the PDP-9 

Advanced Software System. Some of these have been 

modified so that all floating-point work is done in double 

precision. 

6.7 Overlay 6: The Conversational 
Output Routine 

After a simulation study is complete, the user may 

wish to look at the solution results in detail using the 
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conversational output routine. Pressing the "SELECT 

DISPLAY" button on the simulation console will automatically 

cause the system to first dump the run-time core overlay 

(overlay 5) onto the scratch tape before loading overlay 6 

into core from the system tape. This is done so that the 

user can quickly return to the run-time overlay without 

having to wait for the linking loader (overlay 4) to reload 

the run-time programs. Pressing the "RESET" button on the 

simulation console while overlay 6 is in core will cause 

overlay 5 to be reloaded from the scratch tape. 

The DARE II conversational output program is a 

slightly modified version of the program used in the DARE I 

system (Goltz, 1970) to output the results of a simulation 

run or study to several devices. Solution values are 

recorded by the run-time program on scratch tape blocks 

246g-507g• Once per communication interval, the value of 

T is recorded, followed by the solution values in the order 

specified by the table .OUT in the resident monitor. Each 

value takes one l8-bit word. If cross-plots are recorded 

instead of time histories, the run number (value of %RUNN0) 

replaces the value of T. 

The conversational output program uses these 

recorded values to generate graphical displays or to list 

numerical values. Commands to the output routine may be 

typed into the Output Block when editing a DARE II program. 

These commands will be stored in the file OUTSTR on the 
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scratch tape by the translator. If this file is present 

when the output routine is loaded, it will read and process 

the commands from OUTSTR, one at a time. After all of 

these commands have been exhausted, the program will accept 

commands from the CRT keyboard. If OUTSTR is not present, 

the output routine will immediately accept commands from 

the keyboard. 

Solution values are read from the scratch tape by 

the subprogram MASSTR, which converts their values to 

floating-point form. This makes tabular output and scaling 

routines easier to program. Tabular output to the teletype 

or CRT is generated by a FORTRAN subroutine called TABULA 

which uses standard FORTRAN output operations. 

For graphical output, solution values are scaled 

and packed into buffers. The graphic CRT display and the 

X-Y plotter require that each l8-bit buffer word contain a 

9-bit X coordinate and a 9-bit Y coordinate for each point 

to be displayed. For phase plane plots, this requires 

scaling and packing the X and Y coordinates for each point 

into successive locations in a single buffer. For time 

plots of variables, one buffer is used for each variable 

displayed, with the X coordinate and scaled value of T 

packed together into each buffer word. The axes are con

tained in another buffer. These buffers are displayed one 

at a time on the graphic CRT using the PDP-9 data channel. 

The trace-finder buttons are checked before each buffer is 
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displayed. For X-Y plotter output, the program outputs 

each point in each buffer to the X- and Y-DAC's only once, 

with programmed delays between each point transferred. 

The stripchart recorder can record time histories 

o£ up to 4 variables. Two buffers are needed, with two 

variables packed into each buffer, 9 bits for each variable 

value. The evenly spaced points are output to the X-, Y-, 

U-, and V-DAC's every .15 seconds under program control. 

The color CRT display uses a buffering scheme 

similar to that used for the stripchart recorder, except 

that only 8 bits are needed for each variable. The extra 

2 bits in each word are used to indicate whether or not a 

point is to be displayed. Again, 2 buffers are used to 

display up to k different time histories at once with the 

aid of the PDP-9 data channel. 

The output values (one per communication interval) 

of any variable, along with the corresponding values of R, 

may be stored in any of the ko save areas (blocks 510g-

1077q of the scratch tape) by using the STORE command. 

This command simply reads the values of the indicated 

variable and T into the core buffer, and then writes the 

buffer into the proper save area block. 



APPENDIX A 

THE DARE II INTEGRATION ROUTINES 

The DARE II system currently offers a choice of 

three integration methods, 2nd and kth. order Runge-Kutta 

and open-trapezoidal routines. Solution of the system 

differential equations is performed by two MACRO-9 sub

routines, %DVBLK and %RUN, which are generated by the DARE 

II translator. %RUN makes one complete simulation run each 

time it is called. %DVBLK, which contains the sorted 

block-macro statements typed by the user into the 

derivative block, is used by %RUN to evaluate the 

derivative values. Using these derivatives, %RUN updates 

the state variables. 

A-l. The Second Order Runge-Kutta Method 

This method uses the formula -

k+1X = kX + i (Kx + Ka) 

where K1 = aAT F (kX, kT) 

K2 = aAT F (kX + K^, k+1T) 

The n state variables, X., are located in n con-' x' 

secutive core-memory words. Immediately following this 

117 
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n-word block are four more n-word blocks, as shown in 

Figure A-l. When %RUN is called, it first enters the state-

variable values, which are already in the first block, into 

the second and fifth blocks. The entries of the third 

block are initially set to zero. The first time %DVBLK is 

called, each INTGRT block input, F^^X^T) , is multiplied 

by a^AT ( a^ is the integrator gain) resulting in the 

double-precision product, is accumulated into the 
i i 

second and third n-word blocks, and X. + K„ is stored in 7 i 1. x 
the fourth block. Each INTGRT block does this for its own 

state variable. After this pass through the derivative 

block, %RUN transfers the ̂ X + from the fourth block to 

the first block, increments T, and sets a switch to let the 

INTGRT blocks know that this is the second call of %DRVBK. 

The second time %DVBLK is called, each INTGRT block input, 

1c lc + 1 
F^( X+K^, T), is multiplied by a^AT, resulting in the 

double precision product, is accumulated into 
i i 

the second and third n-word blocks. After this second pass 

through the derivative block, the second n-word block 

contains the updated state-variable values 

K+1X = kX + (K^ + K2) . 

These updated values are then transferred from the second 

to the first block, the switch is reset for the INTGRT 

blocks to evaluate , and the cycle is repeated. Once 

every communication interval, the run-time display buffer 
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is updated and %RUN checks the state variables for over

flow. This overflow check is made by comparison of the 

sign bit and the most significant bit of each current 

state-variable value with the corresponding pair of bits 

in the fifth block (Figure A-l). If this pair of bits has 

changed from 01 to 10 or from 10 to 01 in one communication 

interval, the system assumes that the variable has over

loaded and stops the run. If all is well, %RUN transfers 

the current state variable values to the fifth block for 

use by the next overload check and continues on its way. 

If solution values are being recorded onto tape, this is 

also done once each communication interval. Every frame 

time, %RUN checks to see if T is greater than or equal to 

TMAX in order to terminate the run. If a TERMINATE state

ment was supplied by the user, %RUN will also check the 

indicated variable to see whether the run should be 

terminated. 

A-2. The Fourth Order Runge-Kutta Method 

The program for implementing this method is very 

similar in construction to the one described above for the 

second order Runge-Kutta. The formula used is 

k+1X = kX + ̂  (^ + 2K2 + 2K3 + K^) 

where K = a AT F (kX, kT) , 
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K2 = a AT F (kX + kT + | A T), 

/ 

K3 = a AT F (kX + | K2, kT + | AT) , 

= aAT F (kX + K3, k + 1T). 

Six n-word blocks are used in addition to the n-

word block of state variables as shown in Figure A-2. Four 

calls are made to %DVBLK for each complete step in the 

integration routine. $>RUN sets a switch to let the INTGRT 

blocks know which is being evaluated. The proper 

multiple of each is accumulated into the second and 

third blocks as it is evaluated. The kX + — , kX + ̂  , 

1c and X + are evaluated through addition of the multiple 

1c of with the X stored in the sixth and seventh blocks. 

The sum is stored temporarily in the fourth block until 

all INTGRT blocks have been processed. %RUN then transfers 

the numbers in the fourth n-word block to the first block. 

After each complete step in the integration routine, the 

sixth and seventh blocks are updated and the new state-

variable values from the second block are transferred to 

the first block. Once per communication interval, the new 

state-variable values are compared to the values from the 

last check to see whether any variable has overloaded. 
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A-3• The Open Trapezoidal Method 

This method employs the formula 

k+1X = kX + i aAT { 3 F(kX,kT) - F(k-1X, k-1T)} 

and is used on the DARE II system to obtain high computing 

speed for stable systems. To obtain speed at the expense 

of accuracy, only single-precision accumulation is used. 

Note that only a single call to the %DVBLK subroutine is 

needed for each complete integration step. Since this 

method is not self-starting, the second order Runge-Kutta 

method serves to evaluate the first step. 

A-k. Addition of New Integration Methods to 
the DARE II System 

As can be seen from the above descriptions, part 

of an integration routine is carried out by the block-

macros INTGRT in the subroutine %DVBLK, and the rest is 

carried out by the subroutine %RUN. Thus, the first step 

in implementing an integration routine on the DARE II 

system is to decide what is to be done in the INTGRT macro 

itself, and what is to be done by the subroutine %RUN. 

The definition of the block-macro INTGRT is contained in 

the file MACRO LIB on the DARE II system tape; the source 

code for the %RUN subroutine, except for optional run-time 

display and terminate lines which are added by the 

translator, is contained in the file SRCLNS EDT on the 

system tape. Conditional assembly is used to generate the 
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proper code for the method being used. The translator 

examines the method switch and defines a unique symbol in 

the output file which will cause the MACRO-9 assembler to 

assemble the proper machine code conditionally for the 

integration method desired. 

Thus, to add a new integration method to the 

DARE II system, one must 

1. Alter the translator to define a unique symbol in 

the output file when the method switch is in the 

proper position. 

2. Add source coding to the definition of the block-

macro INTGRT. This source coding will be 

assembled only when the symbol described in (l) 

is defined. 

3. Add source coding to the file SRCLNS EDT, which 

will be used by the translator to make up the 

%RUN subroutine. Use conditional assembly here 

too, so that the proper machine code is assembled 

only when the symbol described in (l) is defined. 

I 



APPENDIX B 

MODIFYING THE DARE II SYSTEM TAPE 

All of the DARE II system programs or core overlays 

are contained on the DARE II system tape in dump mode or 

core image (Digital Equipment Corporation, 1968b). To 

modify any of these overlays, one must 

1. Modify the source version of the program using 

either the PDP-9 Advanced Software System Editor 

or CRTEDT. 

2. Assemble the modified source program using the 

PDP-9 Advanced Software System MACRO-9 assembler. 

3. Write the assembled version onto the DARE II 

system tape in dump mode. 

The process for doing this for each of the individual 

overlays will now be examined in detail. 

The source program of the DARE II system monitor, 

D2M0N SRC, is assembled into the file named D2M0N ABS by 

the MACRO-9 assembler. The PDP-9 Advanced Software System 

program PATCH reads D2M0N ABS from the device assigned to 

DAT -10, and writes the dump mode version onto the DARE II 

system tape, which should be on the device assigned to 

DAT -14. For example, suppose that D2M0N ABS is on the 

PDP-9 System Tape on DECtape unit 0, and that the DARE II 

125 
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system tape is on DECtape unit 1. The following command 

string would be used: 

MONITOR 

$A DT0 -10 

SPATCH 

PATCH 

>KM9 

>READ D2M0N 

The other system programs are written onto the 

DARE II system tape using the utility program DlWRIT. An 

overlay is first loaded into core memory by the PDP-9 

Linking Loader, and then the DARE II system tape is placed 

on DECtape unit 0 with the WRITE ENABLE on. Next, one 

reads DlWRIT in from the paper tape reader by setting the 

address switches on the PDP-9 console to 100, pressing the 

1-0 RESET switch, and then pressing the READ IN switch, 

DlWRIT will then be loaded and will' type out 

CORE ADR. = 
SIZE = 
BLOCK NO. = 

on the teletype. Beside each of these lines, the user will 

type an octal number. For CORE ADR. the user should type 

in the last octal number from the linking-loader memory 

map. Subtract this octal number from 37637g Se"t "the 

SIZE. BLOCK NO. is the first DECtape block number of the 

DARE II system tape onto which the core image will be 

written. This block number will1 be found on the DARE II 
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system tape directory (Figure 6.1). Remember that each 

time a DARE II core overlay is changed, the .SYSPR table 

in the DARE II resident monitor will also have to be 

changed so that this new overlay will be correctly loaded 

by the system. 

Overlay 1 (DARE II Editor and Translator) consists 

of the program D2EDTR plus the handlers PPA, PRA, and DTA. 

These should be loaded into core using the linking loader 

and then written onto the DARE II system tape using DIWRIT 

as described above. Overlay 2 (FORTRAN Compiler) consists 

of the program D2F4 and the handler DTB. Overlay 3 (MACRO 

assembler) contains the program D2MAC9 and the handler 

DTB. Each of these is loaded into core by the linking 

loader and is then written onto the DARE II system tape 

using DlWRIT as explained above. 

Overlay 4 (the DARE II linking loader) is slightly 

different, because it is loaded into core just above the 

DARE II resident monitor. This is accomplished by the use 

of an intermediate program called XLOAD. The PDP-9 

Linking Loader is first used to load the program XLOAD, 

which is loaded into the top of core. XLOAD loads D2L0AD 

into core from the address in the accumulator switches 

downward. Thus, XLOAD can be used.to load D2L0AD anywhere 

in core by manipulation of the accumulator switches. These 

switches should be set so that D2L0AD and its associated 

handler, DTC, are loaded into core just above the DARE II 
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resident monitor. D1WRIT is then used just as before to 

write the core image onto the DARE II system tape. 

Overlay 5 consists of the programs loaded into core 

by the DARE II linking loader and thus there is no overlay 

5 core image dump on the DARE II system tape. 

Overlay 6 (the conversational output routine) is 

made up of several programs which are loaded as follows, 

assuming that the requested programs are on DECtape unit 1. 

MONITOR 

$A NON -5,1,2,3,6,7/DTD0 10 

$L0AD 

LOADER 

>D 2 OUT,S ORTOR,GETNMO,TABULA,GRAFIC,GRAF10, 
MASSTR,CAA. ,DUOS ( alt-mode) 

The DARE II system library, .LIBR, is modified in 

the usual manner using the PDP-9 Advanced Software System 

program UPDATE. 



APPENDIX C 

PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE DARE II INSTALLATION AT 
THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA 

Figure C-l shows the PDP-9 computer and the DARE 

simulation console. At the far left is visible a portion 

of the teletype used for hard-copy printing of the problem 

statement and solution results. Next on the right is the 

PDP-9 central processor. This unit also contains the paper 

tape punch and reader. Next are the two DECtape magnetic 

tape units and their controller. To the right of this is 

the graphical color CRT display. Next is the DARE simula

tion console which is shown in Figure C-2. 

The simulation console includes two CRT displays. 

The one on the left is for graphical time-history and 

phase-plane displays; the other is an alphanumeric display 

used on conjunction with the typewriter-like keyboard below 

it for text editing and data entry. To the left of this 

keyboard is the DARE II joystick console which is shown in 

Figure C-3« This joystick console is used to vary one or 

two parameters during a simulation study. Each of the four 

switches can be moved up or down from the normal center 

position to increment the corresponding parameter positively 

or negatively. The switches all are spring loaded to 

return them to the center position. 
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Figure C-l. The PDP-9 Computer and DARE Simulation Console 

Figure C-2. The DARE Simulation Console 



Figure C-3« The DARE XI Joystick Console 

Figure C-k. The DARE Simulation Control Panel 
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Below the graphical CRT display is the simulation 

control panel shown in Figure C-4. In the upper left hand 

corner of the panel is a rotary switch used to select the 

desired integration method. To the right of this switch 

are three thumbwheel switches, two of which can be used to 

enter values for DT and TMAX. The third switch, labeled 

EMAX, is not used by any of the currently implemented 

integration methods, but is available for those that need 

an upper bound on the maximum allowable local truncation 

error for variable-step integration. The values of DT, 

TMAX, and EMAX can also be entered from the CRT keyboard. 

The trace finder buttons below the method switch are used 

in conjunction with the graphical CRT display to identify 

one of five traces by momentarily blanking it out. To the 

right of the trace finder buttons are five sense switches 

which can be programmed by the user to change the structure 

of a problem while it is running. The elapsed time lights 

to the right of the sense switches are not used by the 

DARE II system. Because DARE I simulations are often very 

slow, that system uses these lights to indicate to the user 

that a simulation is actually progressing. However, 

DARE II simulations are so fast that this is not needed. 

The bottom half of the simulation control panel 

consists of two rows of lighted pushbuttons whose functions 

are clearly marked in the photograph. "TYPE EQNS. , " "TYPE 

DATA," and "RUN FINISHED" are indicators only. 
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